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SUMMARY

This final report covers the development, constraction, and testing
of breadboard representations of critical subsystems and components as
required in the designed 15-kilowatt fuel cell power supply, described in
the interim report of Contract No. DA-44-009-AMC-1806(T), dated
October 1966. The experimental work described herein is a part of the
same contract.

The critical subsystems and components, as designated by the interim
technical report, were as follows:

A. Cell stack or module, 1-kilowatt size

B. Partial oxidizer, 1-kilowatt size

C. Liquid fuel dispersion, 3-kilowatt size

D. Startup burner system, 15-kilow...ft size

E. Gaseous fuel scrubber, 1-kilowatt size

F. Spent fuel recycle blower, 1-kilowatt size.

Demonstration of the 1 -kilowatt module stack breadboard has been
delayed by establishment of startup procedures for the 100-cell modules,
but will be completed shortly. Achievement of this demonstration will now

be followed by integration with other components to form a complete 1-
kilowatt prototype system.

Partial-oxidation development was demonstrate!d in combination with
the liquid fuel dispersion breadboard since, during the experimental work
period, a simple vaporization technique was found very satisfactory, thus
eliminating the need for continued development of the ultrasonic atomizer.
1t was the latter which indicated the 3-kilowatt si2.e. Numerous test periods,

including two continuous 100-hour tests, were successfully carried out on
both combat gasoline and CITE fuel.

Although called for at the 15-kilowatt size, the . 1artup burner '-read-
board was executed at the 1-kilowatt level because it was determinud,
following the preparation of the interim report that lightweight burners of
suitable design were availdble covering the size range cal'ed for. There-
fore, development work was carried out at the smaller size in order to be
able to incorporate the unit into the now planned 1-kilowatt prototype unit.
The modified aircraft cabin heater was operated repeatedly on combat
gasoline and CITE fuel.

Ix
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The least critical of the subsystems selected for investigation. was the
gaseous fuel scrubber. The efficiency of a molten salt scru.bber and the use
of dispersed nickel on a support was demonstrated, but demonstration at ti-
1-kilowatt, 50-hour level has not been completed. TI:is work is beirg con-
tinued to completion.

Spent fuel recycle blowers were designed and fabricated with the
assistance of Torrington, an experienced vendor of larger, hlgh-
temper4ture blowers. Testing for more than 100 hours under operating
conditions has been carried out success'..iy.

Continued module development effort during the period reDorted has

reselted in considerable advances in cell performance and operating Lie.
The most recent -i these has not yet been incorporated into large-module
fabrLcation but will be the basis for the 3-inch by 8-inch cells being
inve.stieateri in thfc pe-riod covered by the contract modification. The recen: I
tests have demonstrated greater than 500-hour cerating i_.e capability and
-'rcater than 40 watts per square foot stable output, iending consirderable
reassurance to the projections calied for in the establishnent of a
Sqailified IE.-!dle~watt field power unit.

Tests, as executed, indicate .hat the 15-kilowatt unit design as
projected can be attained with continued de',.elopment.

7•I
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SECTION I

PROCRAM OBJECTIVES

"The purpose of this contract is to perform a systems anaiysis and fur-
nish a design of a 15-kilowatt fuel cell electric power plant based on the
Texas Instruments molten carbonate concept. utilizing design-ted mititary
fuels. This analysis covers the .-o.plete system anid :he maior interrelated
components, desigred basically to meet the requiremen~ts of the U. S_ Array

Engineer Research and Development Laboratories' -P%.rchase Description
for 15-kilowatt Hydrocarbon-Air Fuel Cell Electric Power Piant.t dated
28 January 1966. The contnract work :s further intended to prove the
practicality of this engineering deaign through fabricatoi. ass€ern. and
testing of critical subsystems andfor comoonznts. An Interim Report, dated
Octob:r 1966., relate: the -esults o- the sy-stems analysis and establishes
the criticai subsystems andi or comportents rc be experi-mentally e-aluated.
Resulis of these expernmental evahiLations and the influence of these results
o- -he design of the tota' systems, as shown in Figure 1-1. are the sub-Ijct
of this report.

The contract has been modified to permit additional work cn enlarged
cell modules and to alter the deliverable items fr-cm the separate experi-

mental subsyztem test units to a single 1-kilowatt Prototype Demonstration
Unit. An additional report covering this additional work will be prepared at
the conclusion of the modified contract.

ii
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SECTION HI

NS,7;ST1GATION OF CRITICAL SIUBSYSTEIMS

2 A.. INTRIODUCTiC'N

The operatio)na! unir. based eni -he c-amtinec use nf a~r-parfial
oxidation Gif liquid iwt;.-ýarbon frels -and the mne~lz.- carbonate fuel ctll.

* has been investigated by- experimenetal evaluation of subsysten-s that- were
t-houebt to be critical. ur 1-! is a fwictionai schernatic of the- ticotal

sv~steni. exciusive of thte co3nvc rter_
Studyt of the to~ta. system du-:-:r.g the -rzit-al ahase of the cornti act

indicated 0he foilou-irg subsy-stemrs n~eeded experL-mental demorsz ation and

Celit stack nr nnc~uies

Part-a., axidizzr

Liuido fuel d&s:)rszen

Star-tap burner

Gaseous fuel scrubber I
S-pent fuel r-ecvie3Ž blower

Estb'dapintcf hecýeas critical subsystems was the subject oý One
Riterim- Technical Reporr. dated October 1 I6

Itie followina sections report t-he e~xaerimnental work Zarried or-t in
the deveLorpimerr otfeac-.- of these and, in adeNition, tlhe; cer~tro' system and
electric c.utput i~ortcf;zinnag, are discassed-

B. FUEL CELiL MIODULF

1. LDesizn Basis

The basis of the Texas instrum-ents fae! ceil module desieni
praclicai-ty. The idea!. ce~ll m-ight consist of two Invariant electrodes-, bo-th
exhibit.izia active areas tv-E-Aal cft catalvsts, seo~arated *,y an electrolyte of
zero recista-tce_ The actiý,ai cell should consist of (1) eitectrodes which do
nc,- flood easilyr. (2) electrbd.& -. at_ýrials which exhibit a mnzinmur of non-
-aroductive corrosion. :3 a mnatrix which is opaque to g~ases but trans-arent
to Zovs when saturated wie, electroly-te, and (4) a mnethod OIL assemnbN- which
mninimizes nonproductive: wz.-ght and volume.



The design criteria for the present module nere:

Maximurn packing density (i.e.. maximum active electrode
area per unit volume)

Minimum specific weight (i. e., minimum weight per unit
active electrode area)

Resistance to deieterious effects of temperature cycling

Resistance to corrosion

Adaptable to mass production techniques

Capable of considerable cost reduction in high quantity

production.

Figure I-I shows the basic crossflow configuration (the apparent
sin:ilarity to heat exchanger construction has led some to label it the heat

exchanger design) with the active cell area scparating the fuel and air sides.
Theoretically, the width of the air and fuel passages can be decreased until
tue pressure drop becomes significant. Actuai~y, the gas flow caanne!3 rmust I
be wide enough to accommodate the welding electrodes used in the assembly

oi the modules. The height, of the eel'l is limited by the degree and distribu-
Stion of the rmiolten electrolyte. A U-mi: has not been set. Most test cells have
been 4 or 5 i.iches in height. Preliminary results indicate that 8 inches is
not excessive. As with the width of the gas passages, it is probable that the
practical height will be that which can be assembled economically. The cell
lenzth (horizontal dimension) depends on the voltage required (numberofcells

- •in seriesi, the gas flow rate, and the expected utilization. In addition, since
the cui rent increases proportionally to the length, the ohmic power loss may
limit the dimension.

The necessar-y sealing and interconnection structure requires
about 318 Lnch to be added to the height and length of the cell- Thus, a cell
with an active area of I by 4 inches will occupy an area of 1- 375 by 4. 375
inches, znd the active area mill be about 67 percent of the total area.
Similarly, the active area of a 3- by 8-inch cell will be about 85 percent of
the total area. Obviously, to maximize the Daking density, the cells should
be --s large as possibt.e in area and the gas pasiage width sh~ould be

minimized.

-2
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Specific weight relates to system size. System components other

than the module exhibit relatively little change as system size changes. For

example, the weight of auxiliaries in_ a 15-kilowatt system is only three times

the weight of those in a 1-kilowatt system fncpt 15 times). Conversely, the
module weight is nearly linear. Thus, an absolute minimnum specific weight I
can be approached only as system size increases.

A practical fuel cell power system must be capable of repeated

startups (from cold condition) without loss of perform-nance or effective life.
Experience has shown that ceramic (alumnina) insulators and spacers cannot
endure repeated temperature cycling. The present desig• eli.ninated ceramic |
parts by utilizing the matrix as a structural mr-=-Aber as well as a retainer

for the electrolyte. During assembly the matrix is comoressed between the
anode and cathode structures. The resulting friction provides a cell assembly|
x.-ith the anodes and cath•des elect.rcally ;so'ate!_, y•. which exhibis suh- I
cient structural integrity at operating temperatures. Actli.l module tests
have shown no performance loss after 12 copleve temperature cyc1ms.
Further tests are planned for series nmodules which might be rmre suscept-

able to temperature-cycling damage. The classic description of a fueZ cell

involves the electrochemical combination of fuel and oxygen on .inv-riant. i

eiectrodes. Actually, both electrodes (and structural members) are con-
tacted by electrolyte. At operating temperature the cell can operate ab a
battery. It may be that even in the fuel cell operating mode there will still

be a small contribution from battery action (corrosion). In any case, any
(and ec-ery) molten carbonate fuel cell has shown some evidence eo corrosion.

Corrosion on the cathode side seems to be co trolled somewhat
by keeping the oxygen-carbon dioxide ratio at about 1:2. Unfortimately, the
CO 2 available in actual systems is only about 10 percent. The cathode side
mixture of 5 percent 02 and 10 percent CO2 does not afford the pr)tnctic i

realized in the laboratory where the 07 can be about 15 percent and the CO,
about 30 percent.

Serious corrosion cf the anode is probably more common than

corrosion on the cathode side. Actually, a certain amount of corrosion

(activation) seems indicated to improve cell performance. Another facet of
anode corrosion involves utilization. It is probable that anode corrosion

increases as the H 2 content of the fuei decreases due to utilization. The limit
or threshold utilization has not been established.

It is characteristic of fuel cells that increased power demnds,
in proporcion, increased area. Thus, at an arbitrary 30 watts per square
foot, a 15-kilowatt system will require about 600 square feet of active area
or aoo•!t 3600 cells, each 3 by 8 inches. A 1500-kilowatt system would
require 60, 000 square feet, and a central station size system would require
200 acres or more of electrode active area. Whether such a requirement

2-3
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exists 'n one iarge system or many smaller systems, it is obvious that
uniformity of cell structure and design for easy assembly are paramcunt.

The present design utilizes die cut and die formed parts which can be
assembled ir proper fixtures and automatically welded. The app.ication of
the matrix remains a hand operation at present and considerable develop-
ment work remains to automate this process.

The cost of fuel cell modules is intimatey tied to the degree of
automated production attained. In addition, the choice of materials and the

power density have obvious relationships with cost. For example, the use of

446 stainless steel as a structural materiai will decrease material cost and
improve corrosion resistance, but difficulties with welding may increase

g assembly costs unduly.

I It is axiomatic that the optimization of any rather complicated
system or structure involves compromises in component selection. These

i- compromises will depend on the choice of the prirnary goal (mini *im
weight. maxinmum life, minimum cost, etc. ). Such compromises are diffi-

K :cult to make even when complete component information is availabie. In the
case of the fuel cell, where much information is lacking and the balance is
Sratther uncertain, the necessary compromises must be made arbitrarily ani

may not result in an optimurn module or system.

2. Fabrication Techniques

The design of the Texas Instruments fuel cell was specifically
aimed at creating a product which could be manufatured at a reasonable
cost while achieving the required performance level. This design involves
the assembly of the three basic fuel ceil elements (anode, cathode and
mat-ix electrolyte) into arrays of cells to achieve the desired power and
voltage. The cell elemrents were designed to be corrmpletely interchangeable
so that the same parts could be used to construct any size modules.

The manufacturing philosophy which results from the basic
design considerations listed above is as follows:

Hold close tolerances in those areas where demanded by

interchangeability

Automate as many operations as possible to produce
interchangeable parts with minimumn labor

Develop ;',rototype fixtures and tooling capable of
achieving the production rates necessary to

meet the needs of a 1 5-kilowatt development
program, estimate the production costs
accurately and determine the manufacturing

problem areas which may exist.

2-4
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Each of the manufacturing operations related to the three basic

parts will be discussed showing the fixtures and tooling developed and
assembly" operations. In most casts possible new techniques will be dis-
cussed which would lead to either lower cost or higher production.

a. Anode Fabrication

A composite drawing of the anode is -hown in Figure 2-1
and includes information from drawings number 106004. 106009, 106012,
106019, and 106026. The flange, which is shown in Detail 3, is made up of
two pieces spot-welded together to form the part. Consideration was given
to deep drawing to eliminate the weld, but this would have required progres-
sive die tooling which would co:.I approximateiy $20. 000. This expenditure
was not warranted for the number of parts which were to be produced in this
contr-kct and may not be warranted in the 15-kilowatt development program.
Figure 2-2 shows the two separate parts and a completed part with the weld-
ing fixture used to assemble them. The anode primary, made from 80 mesh
nickel screen wi-e, is die-cut to exact dimension. The primary is tken bent
on both ends in a fixture to form the shape shown in Detail 1 of Figure 2-1.
The anode secondary does not require the close tolerances required of the
anode primary and is therefore shear-cut in strips to length. The strips are
then corrugated in a gear tooth fixture shown in Figure 2-3. The anode is
then zut to length in a fixture which holds the end-to-end dimension, the

number of corrugations and the location of the cut by cutting out exactly one
lobe of the corrugation (Figure 2-4). This allows the parts to be inserted
into a fixture which controls all the pertinent dimensions and allows both the
flange-to-primary weld and prir-ary-to-secondary weld to be made on two
different welding machines without additional fixturing. The overall width of
the anode subassembiy is controlled by a series of copper fingers which fit
inside each corrugation and are later used as one electrode in the primary-
to-secondary welder. This fixture with parts is shown in :-gure 2-5.

Three different weld overations are required to make the
anode assembly: anode flange, anode flange-to-primary screen, primary-to-
secondary screen. All parts are cleaned in Freon cleaning solvents, using
both boiling solvents and ultrasonic bath. This cleaning removes all traces of
oil and water soluble soils from the parts. After this operation, the parts are
handled with gloves or finger cots. The cleaned parts are assembled and

placed in the anode flange-to-primary screen spot-weld machine. The weld
is made with a stored energy spot welder which is fired every 0. 050 inch
through a set of roilers. Figure 2-6 shows this machine. The part is
removed from this machine and placed on the table of the primary-to-

* secondary screen welder machine shown in Figure 2-7. This machine welds
each secondary corrugation in five places with five stored energy spot
welders. The weld electrodes fit iknto the slots on the fixture and index from
corrugation to corrugation. The cycle to weld one side takes about ten seconds;
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. At the start of this program it took over an I uz of

assembly time in all operations to produce one anod,.!. With the machines

a-nd fixtures shown here, this time has been rt';iiced to abt-at ten minutes
S|per anode. Addaticna I time and cost savings czpuld be made if the anode

S~screen could be changed to expanded metal. This would elimainate the edge-

fraying probtenm with- screen and produce a more rugged and dimensiona'Aly

stable part, whiie at the sainne time, making the parts easier io handl-e.

I:

b. Maitri:,, Application

! Thý- matrix is applied to the anode in th•- ferin of a pabte.

i The material must be applied in a unilorm. thickness "of 0. G24 inch to each

I face of the anode primary screen and 0. 040I inch to the ends of the anode

: 1 p--mary screen. S:.nce the an3-de primary screen is nickel, it m-ust be pro-

S~tected from high -temperature ox'.dation at the point at which t~he Ty-pe 446

Sstainless steel flange is welded to the screen. A nonporous protective oxide

S~coat is applied to the screez, along the anode flange and at the anode primary

Sends before appli-cation of t-te m-atrix. The paste matrix mixst b-- kept froth:.

extruding through the screen wire anode since the oxide -aarticle Eize is

smalier than the screen. mes~h openhi~g. A water slurry of powdered sodium-

lithium carbonate electrollyt,,: is spread :)ver the anode primary, allowed

to dry, and then scrape.-! off to expose the t:.ps of the scr'een wire. The

matrix is applied like concrete and trowetled off as shown in Figure 2-B.

"1he fixture is tvwo-sided w'th the matrix: thickness and total th-ckness con-

trolled by the fixture. Matrix is appl'ed to the ends in a sirnilaz• manner

with the fixture shown in Figure Z-9. The anode thickness and fiatness are

controlled at this stage to *0. 005 incbh. The ends of the anode assc-mbly
with matrix applied is then sandeat square to locate the edges of the anode

primary screen. This helps ensure that tuin spots in the matrix wili n:)t

result in anode -te -cathode eler-tron-c shorts during operatio-n.

The techniques describ~ed abo-'e require ý?boat 45 m.inutes

total time considering all phases c-f the -.natr;-x application. This is one7rhase of the assembly operation which has tr cotnen a to. With the mathines

present techniques this will 'probably not go begLra i 35 rtk r.utes per anode.
Automation of this process hias not been successful to date tbecaue of the
lipited time in which tihe matrix can be wosked and tsde largde ruber of
separate tasks. The short worexing formetal. This oat in the
process we now use, onlya few anodes can be prucessed per batch. The
total time is split up into many small operations followed by periods of air-
drying with many stages ot visual inspection aid aagong. The nost success-
ful approach to decreasing assemble time for the mat0rix will prtbabln result
from modificatiens to the matrix itself, aanode construction, ganat manterial
which eliminates many of the stepi now necessaryi.
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c. Cathode Fabrication

A composite drawing of the cathode is shown in Figure
2-10 and includes information from drawings number 106000, 106002,
106010. and 106020. The cathode primary screens are die-cut to exact
dimensions. The cathode secondary does not require close tolerance except
on the dimensions across the corrugations. The cathode is corrugated in a
manner similar to the anode and then cut to length by hand. The parts are
Anserted into a cathode holding fixture (shown 'n Figure 2-11) which is
similar to that used on the anode but allows both the top and the bottom
channels to be welded simultaneously.

Two weld operations are required to complete the cathode,
cathode primary-to-channel and cathode primary-to-secondary. All parts
are cleaned in Freon cleaning solvents before welding and thereafter handled
with finger cots or gloves. The cleaned parts are assembled into the cathode
holding fixture as shown above and placed in the cathode welder shown in
Figure 2-12. This tool welds both the top and bottom channels simultaneously.
At the present time the part is removed from the holding fixture, a cathode
secondary is inserted and each cathode corrugation is welded in four places
with a hand-operated tweezer welder. Total assembly time per dual anode
is now about 15 minutes. A modification to the anode primary-to-secondary
weld machine is being made which will allow the cathode primary-to-
secondary weld to be made automatically. In a manner similar to the anode,
a set of copper fingers (and the cathode secondary) are inserted inside the
cathode fixture. After the cathGde flanges are welded, the part and fixture
are removed and placed on the modified anode primary-to-secondary weld
machine. The secondaries will then be welded once every 0. 25 inch. The
additional welds will not take as long as is now required to hand-weld four
places on each corrugation and will result in a flatter and more rigid part.
Total time per part should decrease to less than ten minutes. The parts are
then inspected for squareness, straightened and then plated with silver to
a thickness of 0. 0005 inch.

d. Parallel Assembly of Cells

Five dual anodes and six dual cathodes are assembled into
an electrically paralleled assembly of cells as shown in Figure 2-13, draw-
ing number 106023. The outer two cathodes are not active and thus a ten-

cell parallel array of cells requires ten anodes and 12 cathodes. The cells
are assembled in an assembly fixture shown in Figure 2-14. Each part must
be inspected and cleaned before the assembly operation. Starting with a
cathode, the parts are stacked sequentially in the fixture with anodes pulled
to one side and cathodes to the opposite side by a series of springs on the
fixture. A movable ram is then forced down on the stack of parts so that
the dimension between the fixture jaws is 2. 312 inches. The spring clips
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Figure 2-16. 10 by 10 Module

are then removed and the 1 by 10 assembly is checked with an ohmmeter to

be sure that no short circuit exists between anode and cathode. The fixture
is turned on its side, and the cathode end channel shown in Detail 1 of
Figure 2-13 and drawing number 106007 is inserted between adjacent

cathodes and spot-welded. Each part is individually checked and shimmed to
fit. This operation is shown in Figure 2-15 and View A of Figure 2-13. When
aiL cathode end channels are welded, the ram is retracted and the part
removed from the fixture. Again, a check is made for shorts. A sealer is
applied to the joint where the open anode end lies against the cathode channel

to seal the anode compartment and stop fuel gas communication from anode
to cathode. The sealer is allowed to dry and the part is checked to be sure
no shorts exist. This operation takes about four hours per assembly. This
time will be reduced bv eliminating many of the checking and fitting jobs now
performed, by better control of part tolerances.

e. Series Assembly p

Ten parallel assemblies are now "oined together in etec-
trical series by welding the anode flange of each cell to the adjacent series
cathode to form a 10 by 10 module (Figure 2-16). Th~s weld is made with a
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multiple head welder (Figure 2-17) which reaches down inside the cathode
channel and across the anode flange to weld two anode flanges to one cathode.
The welder electrodes reach halfway into the module, a distance of about
3 inches. The electrodes are preloaded to a constant force during the weld
cycle. The electrodes are bent slightly in the unrestrained position andAF
straightened out by a force applied at their base during the electrode inser-
'Lon operation. [his force is applied by air cylinders on each side ef the
weld head, which closeE to straighten out the electrodes. The separate I i. y
10 assemblies are loaded into a rack and then held firmly from the top and
ends by compression. All the welds are made on one side, the module
removed and turned over, and the welds made on the other side. This weld-
ing operation requires about four to six hour- per 10 by 10 modnle. When
all series welds are made, the module is removed from the welding fixture
and checked for sbhorts. A thin distributor ?late (drawing number 106047' is
then welded to both the anode and cathode erds of the 10 by 10 module. The
mzini.fo.d shown in Figure 2-18 (drawing number 106049) is then attached to
-C.,_ iistributor plate by spot welds along its outside edge.

Since only spot welds are used in the series weld opera-
tion, the at-ode compartment is not gas tight. If the joints were all suffi-
ciently close then electrolyte would eventually seal all the spaces between
the welds. To achieve a gas-tight module, even without the electrolyte, a

sealer is applied to all welded joints. This sealer is applied to the joint with
the anode compartment under a slight vacuum. The vacuum helps to pull the
sealer into any leaks and the viscosity of the sealer is such that it will seal
wet against a few inches of water vacuum. In the long run, a technique must
be developed to obtain a hermetic seam weld at all joints so chat seater is
not required. This possibly can be achieved by allowing the 4veld nuggets to
overlap, or by changing the joining technique to obtain a brazed assembly.

f. Large Electrode Sizes

Scale-up of the present 1.4. by 5-inch electrodes to 3 by 8
electrodes involves changes in most of the fixtures and tools to accommodate
the larger dimensions. This is presently being done with all of the simple
lixtures, the anode flange-to-primary welder and the cathode channel welder.
A heavier gage mate-rial (0. 019 inch) will be used to obtain greater
structural rigidity. The biggest unknown in the scale-up is whether a reli-
ab!e series weld can be made on the 8-inch cell, since the weld electrode
must reach over 4 inches into the cell and make a reliable weld. To help
ensure a better weld, a material change to Type 316 stainless steel from
Type 44# stainles- eeel will be made. With a Type 446 anode flange and a
Type 316 cathode ',annel, the resulting spot weld is strong, ductile and
requires less p-csvur2 and lower weld current settings.
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3. Performance

a. Trends During Contract Period

In a very general way, the performance of fuel cells refers
to how well they run. Actually, most workers refer to -performance in terms
of watts per square foot of projected electrode surface. Performance may
also refer to volume, weight, lifetime, cost, etc., depending on the relative
importance of these factors to the customer.

In addition, the performance (on any basis) of a cell will
depend on the length and manner of operation and on the degree of activation.
Also, since the fuel cell exhibits a response lag when the load is changed,
the level of performance depends on the manner in which performance is
measured.

One popular method of determining performance is by
taking a plot of cell voltage versus cell current (E-I plot). This method uses
a device to load progressively the cell, simultaneously recording cell cur-
rent and potential. The E-I product gives the watts produced by the cell
under essentially instantaneous conditions (plot time is generally less than
10 minutes). Based on experience, it is not realistic to expect stable opera-
tion at performance levels deduced from E-I plots.

Another method of obtaining performance figures is to
obtain a time record of the load carrying ability of the cell at some chosen
cell voltage level (usuaily 0. 7 volt). Cells operated in this way still may not
be directly comparable, since wide variations in cathode and anode voltages
can combine to give the chosen cell voltage. In general, however, cathode
polarizations have proved to be reasonably uniform from cell to cell, thus
making the anode (and cell) nearly comparable. Figure 2-19 is a graph of
recent cell performance and open circuit voltages plotted against time of
start-up. Each point is the average of the maximum performance and the
open circuit voltage of cells started during that week. Performance figures
represent watts per square foot at 0. 7 volt per cell, as recorded over a
period of more than two hours.

The increase in the open circuit voltage seems to indicate
improved sealing of the cells, thus reducing gas communication. The
improvement in performance probably is due to improved activation
techniques. It is interesting to note that the performance decrease during
the weeks of March 13 and April 10 coincided with the operation of several
3 by 10 modules, rather than single cells.

I2
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(1) Influence of Structure

In general, it can be stated that structural details
have no apparent effect on cell performance, provided the structure meets
the engineering requirements of the cell.

The material separating the anode and cathode is
called the matrix and must perform a variety of functions. Ideally, it must
be (a) an electronic insulator, (b) a porous structure capable of absorbing
an optimum amount of electrolyte, (c) transparent to electrolyte ions,

(d) opaque to fuel side and air side gases, (e) invariant with time of opera-
tion, and (f) easily and eczonomically applied to the anode. Small changes in
specific matrix mater'als do not seem to change measurably the perfor-

mance, but may have a marked effect on ease of application.

In the Texas Instruments fuel cell concept, the
electrodes also must perform several functions. Primarily, of course, the
electrodes contain the active sites where the electrochemical reactions
proceed. In addition, the a=ie,:t',des are riesigned to provide structural

strength to the modules, support 7or the matrix, and a lnw resistance path
for the current generated.

The electrode configurations represent a reasonable
compromise in optimizing the above iunctions. Both anodes and cathodes
consist of two primary electrodes, separated by a secondary electrode, as
in Figures 2-1 and 2-10. For the anode, the electrode material is nickel
3creen (8C mesh) for both primaries and secondaries. The cathode is built
in Jual form (two cathodes/ uf stain-ss steci screen (also 80 mesh) and then
silver-plated to a thickness, ot about 0. 0005 rcch.

It i.F ;.pparei.t that active mnate riais ar• zeqaiz'ed for
both anodes and cathcdes, At presert, &e nickel anodes a.-d silver cathodes
-eem to supply the mort performance at the least cost.

A -ecený change in the configuration of the anode

has resulted in a dramatic irnproxe-ncLnt i_. performance. Further confirm-
ing tests of this configuration may result in a new concept of the actual
anode mechanism, which, in turn, may allow improved cell designs.

The electrolyte applied to the fuel cell is an eutectic
mixture of sodium and lithium carbonates that mekts at about 520'C. Some
potassium is also present, which results ir a small amount of a ternary
eutectic having a melting point zf 375'C.

The quantity of electrolytýe in and on the cell or

moduile is quite critical. Too little electrolyte in the matrix allows gas
communication between anode and cathodi. A mino- amount of gas Loinrrn'-
nication results in lowering the cell potenmial. Excessive gas communication
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results in fires (either internal or exter-nal) which are destructive to cell
structure. Conversely, too much electrolkyte may tend to obscure the active
sites on the anode, resulting in excessive anode polarization. This condition
is called "flooding" and may at times be corrected by raising the cell

temperature for a s'hort whilt.

In the laborefory it has been noticed that cell opera-

tion can be improved sometimes by the addition of electrolyte. In the case of
"long-term operation, there ie evidently a slight continuing loss due to
evaporation or absorption on oxidized structural parts. In addition, there

is evidence that the process of activation either destroys or redistributes the
electrolyte in such a manner that additional electrolyte is needed.

The above problems (too much or too little electro-
lyte) are annoying, but not critical. It is apparent that the cell can be
designed to minimize the cell sensitivity to electrolyte quantity. In addition, A
small electrolyte reservoirs for each cell can be used to establish an
optimum electrolyte level,

From an economic standpoint, it is obvious that
individual cell size shculd be as large as possiule. Increasing the cell size
increases the ratio of active area to total area and reduces the numr.bcr of

piece parts per square foot (or per kilowatt). However, there are certain
limt•.t-ioni. The heIght ,;f t:'l cell nmay be li-mited by electrolyte distribution
and is c(. rtainly Ji-mitecU by the difficulties involved in welding tall cells in
Ee:.'ies. The length of the cell is not linited by the electrolyte or by assembly
processes; however, increasing the length increases the cell current with-
out a proportional increase in current carrying structure, thus leading to
increasing ohmic losses in the cell.

The present test cells are 5 inches high by 1. 46
inches long, for an effect;ve area of about 7. 3 square inches. A few cells
have been tried that are 8 by 3 inches: for a total of 24 square inches of
effective area. No unusual problems have been encountered in operating
the larger cells.

For the parpose of minimizing costs, both in money

and in time, most test fuel cells are single cells. It is recognized, however,
that a module consisting of several cells in series may have different per-
formance characteristics than single cell.. Since the Texas Instruments
module is in series, both flow-wise and electrically, it ie obvious that
uader load the last cell will "see" a different fuel mix than the first cell

Sand, hence, will perform differently. Even under open circuit condition the
last cell may e.:periernce a slightly different fuel mix because of additional

* shifting within the cells. In addition to the above differences, the degree of
activation (or passivation) of any single cell in a series is much more nearly
random than in the case of a oi:.gle test cell. This means that the series
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I..ow-

module is much more sensitive to its time-power operating history than
the single test cell.

(2) Influence of Operation

It has become obvious that the degree of activation
(or passivation) results in such gross changes in performance that other
differences in structure and operation cannot be clearly defined. For single
test cells, activation (in some degree) can be attained by shorting the cell
without-fuel for a short period. After recovery (a "rest" at open circuit volt-
age with fuel flow) the performance may be found to have increased by a
factor of 2 to 4. This active state tends to disappear with time but may be
regained by another activation process. In series modules the process of
activation does not act on each cell in the same way. Some cells may be over-
driven to the damage point while others may not be driven sufficiently to
induce activation. In addition, the recovery period does not always result in
recovery of all the cells. Although further experience with series modules
will improve the understanding of the activation process for these modules,
it is not likely that the specific performance will ever reach that of single
cells.

j .Laboratory experience has indicated that continuous
operation at no load (open circuit) or design load conditions has a deleterious
effect on the cell or module. Fortunately, in an actual system these condi-
tions would occur only rarely. The system auxiliaries would provide a small
continuous load and the actual load would probably vary randomly up to design

- I load (or some overload).

The temperature sensitivity of the fuel cell depends
* upon the controlling rmaechanism of the cell. In gLneral, the performance

seems to increase almost linearly up to about 700°C. Above 700°C, the
gains in performance with increases in temperature become progressively
smaller (one reason for operating at the700°C limit). This characteristic
points toward the desirability of temperature control programmed to load.
Ideally, the operating temperature could be kept at some minimum figure,
say 600°C, for no load conditions and would approach 700'C only as the
actual load approached the design load. This should reduce corrosion and
extend the cell life.

Because of convenience, the laboratory test calls
have been operated on synthetic mixtures of gases. At present, the fuel
side is composed of 38 percent H2, 12 percent CO 2 , and 50 percent N2 ,
w -hich is passed ýIdrough a shift reactor before reaching the fuel cell. This
mixtare is expected to give very nearly the same open circuit voltage as the
actual partial-oxiiation fuel. There is a small possibility, however, that the
actual fuel will perform slightly better than the synthetic fuel because of the
lower CO 2 content.
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The air side gas mixture is controlled to approx-
imately 5 percent 02, 10 percent CO 2 , 10 percent H20, and 75 percent N2 .
This is an accurate representation for a molten carbonate system using
liquid hydrocarbons and air. Improved performance can be obtained by
increasing the CO 2 content on the air side (while maintaining a 2:1 COZ to
02 ratio), but this is possible only in the laboratory and requires a source
of CO2 in addition to that available from fuel oxidation.

b. Analysis of Control Factor's

The technological goal of molten carbonate fuel cell
research and development is to ensure a reproducible and time-invarian!
(or reproducible with known time-variancy) fuel cell system operating at
optimal power. At constant current the fuel and air side compositions in a
molten carbonate fuel cell are time-invariant. The system is amenable to
either isothermal or temperature-programmed operation. To secure
reproducibility of performance and long life, the mechanical components of
the fuel cell (electrodes, matrix, electrolyte, and electrical cornections)
are of paramount importance. The physin-chemical phenomena at the 3-
phase interfaces is perhaps the controlling factor in overall performance of
these cells.

The composition of the fuel available for fuel cell opera-
tion is dependent primarily on four factors: (1) inlet fuel composition,
(2) fuel utilization, (3) shift equilibrium, and (4) electrode mechanism.
Inlet fuel composition is dependent on the hydrocarbon mixture (CnHm)
used, air/CnHm ratio, recycle ratio, and degree of completion of the
partial-oxidation reactions. Fuel utilization, excepting fuel losses due to
leakage, is a function of current density and the fuel flow rate. Temperature
of fuel cell operation, together with other variables mentioned before,
determines the shift equilibrium. Furthermore, ' •K composition is depend-
ent on the electrode mechanism and side reactio, .;, iz any.

The air side composition Is determined by two factors,
the composition of the hydrocarbon mixture and the CO2/OZ ratio desired
for the cathode reactions. Thus, for a parLicular fuel and a fixed C02/02
ratio, the air/fuel ratio is fixed over the operating range of the sysvcz..

(1) Optimal Current Density (amperes per square foot)

Optimal current density in series connected cells,
notwithstanding constructional defects in module structure, is controlled by
the cells performing on the leanest fuel. However. performance of cells
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w-ith riickei anodes is subiec~t to ano~her important variable, the pHZ!pFI-?_O
rario. This ratio de'ermni-es the position of the equilchr:.um.

Ni - HO "NiO+H (I+H

and threby limi:s .he perceiaage fuel u•ilizaion. This short-coming mav,
however. be offset by supp)orting the- anode materiat or. a conductive. non-
oxidizable substrdie. or o,: .. i.-• ~iL'tti formation of a passive oxide layer on

the n:ckei surfac-.

12) Cpt--ma. Power Dansitv (watts per square foot)

The ootim.al po-w-er density ;or Texas Lnstrumerts
module arrange-rent is 6i-ren by

iP
wat pepqaefo
watts per square icot (Vn (optimal current density!tL

-.vht re

V ceP voltage at oprimal current deasity

. P = number of celis in series.I

By area prograrning. current densitty can be made
to v-arx, rom one group of ce.i s to another, to outimie cell polariario'n.

in such case.

SS- Cels "

F P-Cells

!0

watts per square foot = (optimal current denslt'.S

+ (V) (oDtirnal current densitv)P

M=-
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Vn = cell voltage at optiimal current density
of S cells in series

Vm = cell voltage at optimal current density
of P cells in series.

Figure 2-20 gives plots of fuel composition and open
circuit voltages of series connected cells as functions of fuel utilization. The
iniet fuel composition is based on CITE military fuel, partial oxidation with
20.4-percent excess air, 80-percent fuel utilization and 1 0-percent recycle.
The gas is in equilibrium at 700°C. Figure 2-21 is a plo. of the reaction
where pH2 is plotted against p H 2 0 . From these figures it is irderred that

with less than 9-percent hydrogen in the fuel stream (i.e., above 51 percent
fuel utilization per pass based on partial-oxidation fuel) continuous corrosion
of nickel will set in. If corrosion of nickel cannot be prevented by pa s sivation
in molten carbonate environment, higher fuel utilization can be obtained by
sacrificing lifetime of the cells or by resorting to F.upporting nichel on a
substrate material, as mentioned before, in which case we must depend
on owide catalytic activity.

There exists the possibility of diffiusion of carbon
dioxide from the anode to the cathode because of carbon dioxide solubility
in the melt and the .higher partial pressure of carbon t'ioxide at the anode J
after a certain percentagc utilization of the fuel. '-"his tends to decrease the
partial pressure of water va-per in &te anocde gas because, by shift repaction,
more water reacts o farm hvdrogen. Thus, much iiigier fuel utilization can
theorefica-Ur be obtained wilhout corroding nickei anodes- Figure 2-22 gives
a plot of mroles of carb dioxide dif.'usiag from anodE to the cathode against
Zuel utilization. Exoerinental testixng o=f this hypothesis :bala be dor~e on
10 bv- TO module.i,

FbIL of carbon dixidde across tL-e e.ectrolv-e-rr.t:-x,

2-3
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Figure 21-20. Fuel Composition in Series Connected Cells
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Figure 2-21. Corrosion of Nickel in Hydrogen Steam Mixtuies

where

KCO0(g) = mass transfer coefficient of CO 2
2 in gas phase • 100 cm/sec

KCO( = mass transfer of CO2 in electro-
2 lyte phase - 2 X 10-2 cm/sec

Cco (g) =concentration of CO 2 in gas
2 phase, grams mcle/cm3
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Cco0(ig) concentration of CO 2 (gas) at the
gas-electrolyte interface,

grams mole/cm 3

.Co2(il) = concentration of 402 (dissolved)
at the gas-electrolyte interface,
grams mole/cm 3

HCO(i) = Henry's constant (dimensionless)
C; 8

DCO(g) = diffusion coefficient of CO 2 in
gas-phase z 1 cm 2 /sec

DCO 2 (1) = diffusion coefficient of CO 2 in
electrolytc phase A 10-5 cM 2 /sec

6 g = gas side diffusion film - 0. 01 cm

61 = electrolyte matrix thickness
S0. 05 cm.

On the basis of best instantaneous performance so
far obtained, it can be theorized that it should be possible to obtain an
optimal current density of 160 amperes per square foot at 0. 60 volt, e.g.,

Internal resistance (R) of 0. 05-square-foot
ceil -:: 0.010 ohm

IR-free polarization, 3
IR drop

Operating voltage of the cell = 0. 60 volt

At 50-percent fuel utilization, open circuit
voltage = 0. 92

Solving for I,

I z 8 amperes E 160 amperes/ft2 .

In the above analysis it is assumed that it would be
possible to generate 160 amperes per square foot at 0.60 volt continuously.
Most of the data so far obtained does not so indicate. The stable current
"density is found to lie between 20 and 40 amperes per square foot, at 0. 75
to 0. 85 volt, at 2 to 5 percent fuel utilization. Theoretically, based on the
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above reasoning, we should have the following current densities at the indi-

cated voltages.

At 5-percent fuel utilization,

Cell Voltage Current Density
(volts) (amperes/ft2)

0.85 75

0. 75 125

0.65 175

The above values car. be improved by reducing the matrix thickness and by
diminishing the 1/IR ratio, where ? is defined as IR-.free polarization. In
certain instances, the performances of molten carbonate fuel cells have met
the above-mentioned values half-way. However, these could not be sustained
over long periods oi time. The causes of unsteady performance therefore
need to be eximined in light of transport processes that take place in fuel
cell operation, and the electrode reaction mechanisms.

(3) Transport Process in Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells

Figure 2-23 is a summary of the transport processes
involved in the operation of molten carbonate fuel cells. Unfortunately, few
data are available to evaluate the mass transpart limitations on steady-state
performance. Probably greater obstruction to theoretical understanding is
the dependence of transport processes on electrolyte-matrix environment.
Any model based on gross assumptions and indifferent to random changes
leads to poor correlations.

(4) Cathode Reaction Mechanism

The overall cathode reaction is given by:

CO2 +1/20 + Ze CO_3 (2)

Case I-Both CO 2 and 02 diffuse through tbe

electrolyte film present on the cathode.

This would seriously limit the cathode
performance as the activity of CO 2 and
02 will be controlled by their solubility
equilibrium in the electrolyte. Solubility
of CO 2 in the electrolyte at 700°C i:
about 1000 times that of oxygen, while
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I50767
Figure 2-23. Transport Processes in Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells

their diffusion coefficients are about the
same. A factor of 2 in the stoichiometry
in favor of CO 2 will still limit the 02
supply.

Case 11-02 diffuses through the nonwetted
silver and reacts with the CO 2 at the
triple interface.
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1/20? + ZAg , AgzC (3)

Ag2 ......... ZAg+ + 0- (4)

ZAg+ ÷Z --, --" 2 "ZAg (5)

co 2 +0 -- "o (6)
- CO3

The cathode potential is given by:

RT ~(ACaO.

Ecatode= cathode nF (A 0 )( )/

COZ and 0 in reaction (6) are probably
chemisorbed species. Either of the
reactions (3) or (4) can be slow, depend-
ing upon the wetting of the cathode and
the proximity of oxygen dissolution and
reaction sites.

(5) Anode Reaction Mechanism

The anode reactions may be postulated as follows:

Shift equilibrium H2 + CO 2  H2 0 + CO (8)

Dissociation CO3 C (9)

equilibrium

Electron transfer M + 0 ----.MO + Ze (10)

Oxide reduction MO-i H? M + H2 0 (11)

If reaction (10) is also assumed at equiltbrium. the anode potential may Be
represented as:

E RT (Ao C) (A _ O

]anode anade lFge (A cC (12)
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According to the preceding poshilata, the anode reaction is slowed down due
to either decreasing ionic population or by buildup of the partial pressure of
carbo-a dioxide at the interface.

Excessive electrode wetting by the electroiyte -can 3
also limit anode performance by providing a barrier against elimination of
the reaction products GO? and J-O.0

Alternatively, it may be postulated that the nickel V.
surface provides catalytic sites and means for carrying electrons, In the.1
exarmination of the controlling factor in this anode :.nechanism, the following
zeaction scheme may be examined:

H2, • H2 (adb) (13)

CO 3 • CO 3 (ads) (i4) 1.
H2 (ads) + CO (ads) H O(ads) + COC(ads) Ze (15)

H O(ads) + CO(ads) H '3 A- CO 2 (16)

In this case, at fixed total pressurz, increasing the partial pressure of I
hydrogen at any volta -e sr-ttL.g under )nad aho-.0d have the following effects:

Se.) Ii-rease the current density if the aisorption
of hydr i.-., i the controlling factor, i. e-, -

-ca.fj-on, j131 controls

Decrease the current density if the adsorption
of CO-- ions is the controlling factor, i.e.,

reaction (14) controls[

(c) Increase the current density to an optimum
and then decrease if reaction (15) i; controlling K

(d) Result in no change in current density if the
desorption of the products, i.e., reaction (16)
is controlling,

ALthough the increase in performance with increase
in temperature over a range of 600°C to 800°C, appears to parallel the
permeation of hydrogen through nickel (Figure 2-24), and also the current
density invariably increases with increase in partial pressure of hydrogen,
the etucidation of thL anode mechanism is made difficult due to uncontrolled
wetting of the anode and by gas leakage.
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Figure 2-24. Effect of Temperature
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By combining Equations (7) and (12), one obtains
the equation for theoretical cell potentiai:

Ecl ~E + RT log UZ)a (Ac)( 0 )' (17)
cell F (AZO)a(AC'>Z)a.

Subscripts a and c designate anode and cathode.

4. Exploratory Testing

The exploratory testing of thin matrix modules comprised the
following constructional and operational changes:

Constructional Changes

Module design

Size of the module

Electrode size

Electrode materials (including special coatings
on the el6ctrodes)

Matrix composition

Operational Variables

Temperature and temperature cycling

C0 2 /0 2 ratio on air side, and air side
composition

Fuel composition and fuel flow rate

Load characteristics

Activation and deactivation.

a. Module Design

Two designs of thin matrix modules were investigated,
the development type shown in Figures 2-25 and 2-26, and the production
type shown in Figure 2-27 (see Figures 2-1, 2-10, 2-13, and 2-16).

W ~Pertinent data on these types arc given in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. rerpectively.j

S"b. Size of the Module

Module size varied from one cell to 20 cells for develop-
* ~ment type-and from two cells to 100 cells for~ the production type.
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Table 2-2. Per...rmance of Production-Type Modules

r..0

Module • E
Modul w (d > I Reason for Shutdown

No. .. "

1966

1 2 x 4 7-14 i9.4 1. 32 - Fires--probab.e short

2 3 X 4 7-22 9.2 2.60 6.1

3 1 X2 8-11 26.0 0.95 26.0 Probable short

"4 1 Y4 3-17 - - - Prcbabl! short

5 1 X 2 8-22 22. 5 0.96 42.0 Probable short

6 1 x2 8-25 186.2 0.89 17.5 Probable short

7 1 X4 8-31 10.6 1.00 10.7 Probable shcrt

8 1 X 4 q-12 12.0 1.03 28.5 Probable snort

1 X 4 9-20 54.8 0.86 ,0.0

10 1 X4 9-28 217.6 0.96 19.0 Fire dt anode plenum

11 2 X4 9-30 57.7 1.83 9.3 Fires

12 1 X4 10-5 2.1 0.37 -

13 1 X 4 1 0 - 11 17.7 -3. ';,4 19.0 Suspected gas
communication

14 1 X4 10-18 47.8 0.92 12.5

15 1 X4 10-26 ZT. 0.94 13.3 Inadequate performance

16 1 X4 11-25 23.0 0. 9Z 19-7 Inadequate performance

17 1 X4 11-28 193. i 0.98 15.7 :nadeqaate performancej 18 1 XI0 12-8 42.8 1.04 20.5 Inadequate performance

1967

19 1 X4 i-9 24.2 1.00 7.7
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Table 2-2. Performance of Production-Type Modules (Continued) - _

10Nt 0

Modr~le .ý 'A 0
W > E' E• = Reason for Shutdown

20 1 x 4 2-1 23. 0 0. 92 -- Inadequate performance
F 2 72X 10 2-3 35.8 1.74 1 1.3 Inadequate performance

Z2 2 x1I0 2-4 85.7 1. 80 1 0.5 Inadequate performance- -

23 1 X 4 2-10 232. 0 0.98 24.8 Inade •uiate performance

24 1 X 4 2-14 23.7 3. 85 14.0 Inadlequate performance

25 IX.4 2-4 23.3 C.87 7.0

26 1>X4 2-15 114. 2 0.93 24. 4 Inadequate performance

r -0 1 •

27 1 X 4 2-20 0.5 1.00 -- Fire at anode plenum

28 1 X 4 2-20 49. 7 0. 92 22. 8 Fire at cathode plenum:-

29 1 X4 2-21 70.3 0.96 12. 4 Fire on center cathode

30 1 X. 4 2-24 19. 2 0. 97 8. 0 Inadequate pe~formance

31 1 X4 2-28 20.0 0.92 10.0 Inadequate performance

32 X 10 2-24 135.8 1.71 5.4 Inadequate performance

33 3 X4 3-1 145.5 2.43 8.4 Inadequate performance

34 3 X4 3-1 171.8 2.383 7. 2 Inadequate performance

35 1 X 4 3-1 239. 0 1.05 31.0 Inadequate performance

36 1 X 4 3-7 19.3 0.94 47.2 Inadequate performance

37 i X 2 3-8 150.53 0.90 58.8 Experiment coidpleten

38 1 X 2 3-8 18.2 0.80 -- Experiment completen

39 1 X42 3-9 91.7 0.94 11.2 Shorted
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Table 2-2. Performance of Production-Type Modules (Continued)

V 0.

0 .. 1 0 :3 EE0
Module 0 tV >

Nb. r m . Reason for Shutdown5No. V. -U E .

-. I.- ... 1967

3 4 2 - 0 0U 1

42 1 1 2 -4 29 - 2. Eprmntcmlt
1967

40 1 X 4 3-10 85.6 0.98 21.3 inadequate performance

41 1 X2 3-13 6. Z 0.97 15.0 Shorted

4Z 1 X 2 3-14 2. 9 - 25. 2 Experiment complete

43 1 X 2 3-15 3.4 - - Experiment complete

44 1 X 4 3-15 491.0 1.0 34.5 Inadequate performance

45 3XI0 3-16 250.0 2.74 16.8 Fire on center cell

46 1 X 4 3-16 71.5 1.0 11.4 Inadequate performance

47 1 X 2 3-16 29. 8 22.5 Experiment complete

48 1 X 2 3-17 69.2 - - Experiment complete

49 3X10 3-17 189.0 2.65 18.2 Inadequate performanceI 50 1 X 4 3-20 712.0 0. q9 24. 5 Inadequate performance

j51 1 X 2 3-20 68.G 0.97 18.7 Inadequate performance

52 3 X 4 3-21 380.0 2.92 24. 6 Inadequate performance

53 1 X 2 3-21 151.0 0.94 20.0 Inadequate performance

54 1 X 2 3-22 143.0 1.03 26.7 Inadequate performance

- 55 3 X 4 3-22 504.0 2.87 22. 6 Inadequate performance

56 1 X 2 3-23 311.0 0.96 29.2 Inadequate performance

j 57 1 X 4 3-27 47.0 0.96 28. I Shorted

58 1 X 2 3-28 221.0 1.03 24.0 Inadequate performance

59 1 X 4 3-29 4.0 0.1 - Massive gas
communication
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Table 2-2. Performance of Production-Type Modules ýContinued)

0
(D 0

Moduie r > 5W o ason for Shutdown 5
No. &4o Rea

1967

60 1 X 2 3-30 411.0 1.00 45.3 Inadequate performance

61 1 X2 3-30 176.0 1. 02 25.2 Fire at anode plenum

62 1 X 2 4-3 146.0 ILO05 32.0 Inadequate performance

63 3 X10 4-4 312.0 3.00 40.3 Fires at anode plenumn

64 1X6 4-5 54.0 1.03 15.0 Massive fires

65 1 X 2 4-5 427.0 1.03 42.0 Fire at anode plenum

66 1 X'4 4-5 164.0 1.02 37.0 Inadequate performance

67 3 X 10 4-10 50.0 2.90 23.7 Inadequate performance [
68 1 X 4 4-10 15.0 0.93 17.0 Faulty test station

69 1 X2 4-1Z 123.0 0.99 31.0 Shorted I
70 1 X 4 4-12 50.0 0. 99 35.0 Test completed

71 3 X 10 4-13 56.0 2. 92 18.5

72 1 X4 4-13 58.0 1.02 21.3 Test station failure

73 1 X 4 4-18 6.0 0.97 24.05 Internal fires

74 1 X 4 4-18 146.0 0.96 33.5 Test completed

75 1X4 4-19 22.0 -- 16.5 Testcompeted

76 1 X4 4-19 26.0 1.01 38.5 Faulty weld

77 1 X 4 4-20 5.0 -- -- Faulty weld

78 1 X 4 4-21 70.0 1.02 16.5 Shorted

79 1 X 2 4-22 102.0 0.97 9.8 Test completed

80 1 X4 4-24 209.0 1.05 26.8 Inadequate performance
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Table 2-2. Performance of Production-Type Modules (Continued)

4.4.

196
Module 0 00 V4' Shutown

85 0 O Reason forpertown
No. 1 1 . ... Shorted

tl 4 4.) i

1967

81 1 X 4 4-24 212.0 1.04 22.08 Test completed

82 1 X 4 4-24 248.0 0.99 27. 0 Test completed

83 1 X 4 -4-25 36.0 1.00 43.0 Faulty weld

84 3 X 10 4-5 150.0 2.94 31.3 Plenum leakag.e

F85 1 X2 4-25 37.0 1.01 22.5 Inadequate performance

86 1 X2 4-27 113.0 0.99 12.6 . Shorted

87 1 XO 4-28 186.0 1.02 24.1 Fires

88 1 X 4 5-2 12.0 1.03 28.0 Plenum separation

89 1 X 4 5-2 114.0 0.99 24.8 Shorted

90 3 X 10 5 -2P 60.0 2.98 33.8 Plenum leakage

91 1 X 2 5-2 120.0 1.01 30.0 Shorted

92 1 X 2 5-3 147.0 1.05 24.6 Faulty welding

93 1 X4 5-3 154.0 1.02 33.5 Shorted

94 1 X 2 5-4 145.0 1.03 35.0 Inadequate performance

95 1 X 4 5-8 220.0 1.00 20.3 In operation

V 96 3 X 10 5-9 72.0 2.83 16.1 In operation

97 1 Xz 5-11 8.4 1.02 14.8 Shorted

98 1 X 2 5-11 - - - Inadequate performance

99 3 X 2 5-15 -- 2.60 - In ope ration

100 I X 10 5-16 - -- - In operation
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Table 2-2. Performance of Prodr-tion-Type Modules (Cor.finued)

0
S0

0 "A

"Module t Reason for Shutdown5

No. C:

$4 1 Qj

1967

101 ! X2 5-17 - - - In operation

102 1 X4 5-17 - - - In operation

35 Operated above 25 W/ft2 for 61 hours

44 Operated above 25 W/ft 2 for 86 hours I
60 Operated above 25 W/ft2 for 110 hours

60 Operated above 30W/ft for 66 hours

63 Operated above 30 W/ft2 for 41 hours [
66 Operated above 30 W/ft2 for 94 hours

76 Operated above 30 W/ft2 for 18 hours76 Operated above 30 W/ft2 for 18 hours

83 Operated above 30 W/ft2 for 21 hours

83 Operated above 35 W/ft 2 for 16 hours j

I-

83 Operated above 40 W/ft?" for 7 hours •Ii•i!_
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DESCRIPTION OF SUPERSCRIPTS
FOR TABLE 2-2

1. In the Texas Instruments designate of fuel cell arrangement, the first
number is the number of cells in series, and the second number is the
number of cells in parallel. For example, a 12 by 10 module consists
of 12 cell blocks in series, each block containing 10 cells in parallel.

2. Operating hours is the time the fuel cell module has spent above
approximately 5000C.

3. The maximum open circuit voltage i4 listed for the entire module.
For example, the module open circuit potential of No. 2 is 2. 6 volts,
and the average cell open circuit is 0. 86 volt. The maximum open
circuit potential usually (but not always) occurs early in life.

4. Data on maximum performance is short time data but is not taken
from E-I plots.

5. The reason for shutdown does not necessarily reflect the ability of
the unit to continue. Many were shut down for specific post-operation
examination. "Inadequate performance," as a reason for shutdown,
merely means that power output was below 20 watts/ft 2 at the time -of
shutdown.
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c. Electrode Size

Electrode size wa vw ried widely ir both types of modules.

The single cell area of the development n-odule was varied from 3 square

inches (3/4 by 4 inches) to 8 square -nchus (1 by 8 inches). For the produc-

tion type modules the single cell area was varied from 4 square inches

(1 by 4 inches) to 24 square inches (3 by 8 inches).

d. Electrode Materials

Anod,& and cathode materials normally employed were

nickel 200 and S. S. 316 wire screen mesh., size 80. The wire thickness

varied from 5 to 10 mils. For production-type modules the electrodes were
cleaned in an u!trasonic cleaner. The cathodes were silver-plated and/or

painted with Englehard silver 321. For some tests S. S. 446, S. S. 430, and

S. S. 304 wire screen, or expanded or perforated metal of various mesh

sizes, were tested as anodes and cathodes. A summary of the materials

tested is given below:

Anodes

Nickel wire mesh, with or without coatings

Nickel expanded metal, with or without
coatings

S. S. 446 wire mesh, with or without coatings

S. S. 446 expanded metal, with or without

coatings

S. S, 430 expanded metal, with coatings

S. S. 304 perforated metal, with coatings

Nickel plaque, activated or ionactivated

Cathodes

S.S. 316 wire mesh, silver-plated and/or

silver-painted

S.S. 446 wire mesh, silver-plated and/or

silver-painted

S.S. 446 expanded metal, with or without

silver paint

S. S. 316, copper-plated

S. S. 316, silver-piated with specific coatings I
The thickness of silver plate or paint varied from 0. 1 to 1.0 mil.

<:-.' :7
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The coatins on the anode screen included silver, cobalt,

graphite, iron, chromium, copper, molybdenum, nickel aluminite, lithium.
aluminate, lithium mangaite, lithium borate, lithium ferrite, lithium

silicate, lithium cobaltite, and lithium nickelite. No correlation between
anode coating and anode performance could be established. The presence of
graphite and/or silver seemed to preserve the anode from becoming over-

oxidized and flooded. Electrodtis without nickel (S. S. 446) did not function
as anodes. Nickel plaque anodes were flooded and showed low voltages and

severe polarization characteris-ics.- The performance of two of these cells
is described below.

Two I by 2 modules were constructed with activated nickel
plaque as the anodes. The anodes were supported with S. S. 446-80 mesh
secondaries. -The cathode in one module (D5) consisted of S. S. 446-80 mesh

screen, painted with Englehard No. 321 silver paint. The cathode of the
second module (D61 had Englehard No. 321 paint containir.g CdO-20 percent
by weight-.on-S. S. 446-80 mesh screen. The cathodes had corrugated
stiffeners of material similar to cathodes, simulating construction pattern

of the production-type modules.

Both modules werE normally operated at 700°C with
simulated partial-oxidizer fuel containing about 40 percent combustibles.
The air side composition was CO 2 - 10 percent, 02 - 5 percent, H2 0 -

10 percent, N2 - 75 percent. Their performance characteristics were
similar. Some notable features are as follows:

Internal resistance of the cells was higher by
factor of about three, compared to other

thin matrix cells

The open circuit voltages were equal to theoretical.

The open circuit voltage using H2 (100 percent)
stream was 1.23 volts, signifying good
sealing.

The IRR-free cell polarization was three to six times

the IR drop.

On depolarization at constant speeds, there was

severe hysterisis effect.

The modules could not be activated by normal
procedure of short-circuiting, or by
attempts to reduce activated nickel to
elemental form by using hydrogen (100 per-

cent) in the fuel stream.
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Examination after discontinuation of the experiments

revealed flooding of the anodes.

The cathode of the module (D6) had black shiny

crystalloids on the matrix 3ide.

Cathodes made of S. S. 446 withouý silver showed low

voltages and severe polarization. Some examples of coasings on cathodes

of development-type modules are gi'ren below.

TMM No. 18

This cell, after 171 hours of operation, was

cooled and its cathodfs wcre repainted

with silver containin6 20-percent Cu 2 O
by weight. The cAl imprcved 220 percent,

f:rom 10. 8 w tts/sqaare foot at 0.7 volt to

23.8 watts/square root at -. 7 volt; and
after 75 hours of operation, it was

operating at 126 percent improvement.

TMM No. 20

This cell operated for 1Z6 hours using silver-
painted (without any auditives$ cathodes.
The cell was cooled and tepaiated with

silver paint (without any additives). Its

performance improved by 47 percent,

from 6.8 watts/square foot at 0. 7 volt.

The cell was cooled and heated up again.
The performance improved by 12 percent,
from 10.0 watrs/square foot at 0. 7 volt.

The cell was cooled agiin and the cathodes
were painted with silver containing Cu7G
(20 percent by weight). The cell improved
240 percent, from 11.Z watts/square foot

to 26. 9 watts/square foot at 0. 7 volt.

TMM No. 22

After 48 hours of operation the cell was cooled!

and its cathodes painted wvitb silver
containing CuO ('0 pervent by weight).
The performance of tie cell improved

3Z0 percent. from 11. 2 watts/square foot
to 36 watts/square foot at 0. 7 volt. It

nperated for 70 hours more at average
improvtement of 150 percew'

- .- `
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f TMM N,. Z3

After 43 hours of operation the cell was cooled
and its cathodes p.Anted with silver con-
tarning aluminum powder i_ percent by

weight). T'-e performance of the c.ell
improved 100 percent, from 19. 8 -A-attsl

sqa; - • foot to 39- L watts/square foot at
0. 7 -to!t; and it operated for Q0 hours more

at an average improvement of 80 percent.

TMLM No. 2_1

After 160 hours #f operation 2he cell was cooled
and its cathodes were painted with silver
containing alurrinum powder 65 percent by
weightt. The performance of the cellSimproved 100 percent. frtnm 15.- watts/
square foot to 31. 4 watts/square loot:

and for 4C hours more it ouerited at an
average- improven.ent ot 80 percent. The

ce1! was again cooled and its cathcdes
painted with silver containi-ng SnO, (20

perceul by weight). The cell improved 56
percent, from 19. Z watts!square f'ot to
;30 watts/square foot at G- 7 rolt.

TMM No. 52

The cell operated for 69 hours. after which it
awas cooled and its cathodes painted with

silver containing coloidal alumina (10
pci-cent by weieht). The performance of
the cell improved 45 percent, from 19.4
watts/square foot to 28. 1 watts/square

foot at 0. 7 volt; and it operated for 80
hours more at an average improvement of
35 percent.

e. Matrix Composition

The matrix for use in molten carbonate fuel cells should

have the following properties.

Basic Properties

Porous enough to hold electrolyte
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Gas tight

Electrically insulating

Some Desirable Properties

Composition invariance

Able to withstand thermal shozk

Able to withstarid mechanical stresses.
strengthen the modules

Able to prevent silver migration
Able to prevent electro'lyte dOecmpositic1
Easy application on the electrodes

The matrix materials tested consisted of: "

Materials easily assembled, which on partial

reaction with the eiectrolyte inside of the
molten carbonate cells. yieid a suitable

Inatrix |

Those materials which can be p.-erea.te.v with the

electrolyte or used as additives t formst a
vi.scous jelly type electrolyte matrix- This
matr•; can be used alone or in conjunction

i- with a granular mnaterial like PMgO. :-AIO?-.|

etc., to form a gas-tight matrix-

A suitable comnbination of the above concepts.

Materials tested have been found to meet the ba-sic require-

ments of the matrix. Howevez, none of the substances tested so far have

shown all of the desirable properties listed above.

f. Matrix Thickness[;
Matrix thickness for development-type modules was

varied from about 3 to 50 mils. For production-type modules, matrix

thickness was ZO to 40 mils.

g. Temperature of Operation

Normal temperature of fuel cell opezation was #00"C.

So.-ne tests were done at about 650*C., 720'C, 750"C, 7800C, and 8000C.

The increase in performance with increase in temperature appears to
'depend on the enhanced activity of the electrodes, wetting characteristics
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and cell sealing. No quantitative attempts are possible at this stage to
optimize sperating temperature. The influence of temperature on anode and
cathode polarization of module D-69is given in Table 4--3.

Table 2-3. Effect of Temperature of Operation on Anode
and Cathode Polarization of D-69

IR-Free Polarization a

I FnmIllivolts (119
Current jensity JampsL•2Anode Cathode

740°C

10 12 40

20 410 60

30 60 80

.!C40 90 190

7140C

""-, 10 25 40
2. = • 0 65

30 82 80
S40 12b 0

700"C

10 30 40

20 &Z 60

30 95 80

40 147 100

10 47 4C
4

20 84 60

30 117 80

40 180 100
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Table Z-3. Effect of Temperature of Operation on Anude
and Cathode Polarization of D-69(Continued)

LR-Free Polarization
[millivolts (,1)]

Current Density A
amps/ft2

10 50 70

20 90 95

30 IZ9 135

40 196 170

10 70 150

ZO 230 220

30 380 305

The effect of temperature (given in Table 2-3) on anode
and cathode polarization is by no means typical. In several instances cathode
polarization, !ike the anod-, continues to decrease with increase in
temperature. There is no simple .xplanation for this discrepancy between I
behavior of two cathodes. Furthermore, the slope cf polarization with
temperature (d-qjdT) at fixed current density varies from module to module.

h. COI/02 Ratio

Before September of 1966, air side composition was not
monitored. Consequently, dua to furnace leakage, etc., the air side
composition before this dat-! is questionable. However, subsequent to this
date air side composition was fixed at C0 2 /0Z ratio of two and close to
what would be oatainable under realistic conditions of fuel cell operation.

CO 2  10 percent

02 5 percent
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HZO 10 percent

Nz 75 percent

1. Fuel Composition and Flow Rate

dieiInlet fuel composition obtainable from the fuel preparation
device is stated elsewhere. For operation on synthetic mixture the following

' • Imixture of gases shifted at 700"C was chosen as a standard.

Feed Composition [ ted Composition (700"C)
•Compomnent (percent by volume, (percent by volume)

HZ 38.0 29.6
Co 8.4
COz 1z. 0 3.6
Hz0 - 8.4

t N2  50-.0 50.0

This gas, after shift reaction, gives an open circuit voltage
of 1. 045 volt, similar to that obtainable from the gas (of the following composi-
tion) produced by the fuel preparation device. The following table gives the
partial oxidation gas composition (700"C) based on CITE feel, Z0.4 percent
excess air, and enough recycle to suppress carbon deposition.

Partial Oxidation Gas
Component Composition (700'C)

(Percent by volume)

H2  20.0
CO 19.0
CO2  5.4
HZ0 3.7
N2  51.9

The standard fuel flow rate is 5 cfh at room temperature per fuel channel.
Some testing was done with simulated partial oxidation fuel containing 20 to
40 percent combustibles at flow rates of 2 to 20 cfh per anode channel. A
slmmary of results obtained is shown in Figure 2-28.

j. Load Characteristics

The normal loading of the fuel cells was to 0. 7 volt.
However, for several tests the cells were loaded from 0. 6 to 0. 9 volt.
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Figure 2-28. Effect of Fuel Composition on Module Performance

k- Activation and Deactivation ••

Little -s known ef the mechanism of activation. Some ofI
the procedures followed for activation were as follows: .

Short-circuiting the cell after cutting off hydrogen
in the fuel

Passing a heavy current (100 to 150 amps/ftZ) after

cutting off hydrogen in the fuel

Charging the cell with a heavy current (100 to 150
amps/ftZ), with or without fuel.

Some results of the activation in a typical cell are given below.

EFFECT OF ACTIVATION PROCEDURE--- ON D-59

Anodes: Nickel wire screen, 80 mesh, silver

and Ni, NiO (1:1) in Krylon painted

Cathodes: S. S. 316 80 mesh, silver-painted

Operation: Standard air side, partial-oxidation
(10 cfh), 700°C.
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Performance at 0. 7 Volt (amps/ft2 )
From E-I Plots

Time Increasing I Decreasing
Current* Current*

1. Initial performance 22.5 11.3

Five to Ten Hours

72. After 1 .- minute drive at 24.0 20.3
100 amps/ft2 without H2

3. After another IS-minute drive 18.0 14.7
at 100 amps/ftz wit2 .out H

4. After 3-minute charging at 25.7 22.0
100 amps/ft2 without H 2

5. After another 12-minute 45.5 43.-2
charging at 100 amps/ft2

without H2

S6. Af ter 3-m inute ac supply 31.0 29.5

S]75 am ps/ft2  w ithout H 2

7. After another 12-minute ac supply 13.5 9. 5
- 100 amps lft 2 without H 2

8. After 12-minute charging at 44.0 41.0
100 amps/ftz without H 2

Twenty--Five to Thirty Hours

9. After 15-rminute ac supply 12.7 8.8
40 amps/ft2 through 0. 6-ohm
resistance without H2

10. After 15-minute charging at 41.5 41.5
100 amps/ftz without H2 (jiggles appear)

11. After 6-minute drive followed 34.0 28.0

by 6 minutes of charging at (jiggles persist)
100 amps/ft2 without H 2

12. After 6-minute ac supply 25.0 19.5
220 amps/ft through 1-ohm (jiggles disappear)

resistance without H2

13. After charging for 3 minutes 37.0 30. 3
at 100 amps/ftz without H 2  (slight jiggles

reappear)
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Performance at 0. 7 Volt (amps/itý
From E-I Plots

TieIncreasing DecreasingCurrent* Current*

14. After 3 minutes of ac supply at 26.0 20.0
20 amps/ft 2 through 0. 3-ohnm (jiggles disappear)
resistance with H 2  J

15. After 15-minute short-circuit 14.5 11.0
without H2  (no jiggles)

16. After 9 minutes of drive followed 25.0 18.0 -

by 6 minutes of charging both at (slight jIggles
100 amps/It2 without H2  appear)

17. After 9 minutes of charging at 25.5 17.5
50 amps/ft2 with H2 on (jiggles persist) -

*At constant speeds. -

A summary of some of the problems and probable reasons-
for these is given below.

Problem Probable Reasons

Low open circuit voltage Fuel composition
Air side composition
Lack of sealing
Flooded anode
Side reactions

Gas communication Nonuniform matrix
Lack of electrolyte in matrix
Nonwetted anode
Faulty welds

Jiggles Gas communication
Mixed potentials
Side reactions
Nonuniform wetting

Inadequate performance Fires
Short s
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Problem Probable Reas ons

-Inadequate performance Gas communication
(continued) Low activity of the -lectrodes

Poor contact between elec-

trodes and matrix

Fires Faulty welds -

Poor sealing
Leaks through matrix-electrolyte

Shorts Mechanical shorts due to poor
assembly

Nonrigid matrix-shear between
clectrodes and n-natrix

Silver dendrite shorts
Lack of adequate CO2 on cathode

side
Lack of electrolyte in matrix

Failure of anode plenums E'ectrochemnical corrosion

4 Electrolyte control, sealing, and electrode activation
remain the major problems in molten carbonate fuel cell development.
Without positive control of these, the impact of configurational and
operational changes more often than not becomes questionable. Operational

curves of some typical modules are given in Figures 2-29 through 2-33. •

5. 1-Kilowatt Stack Breadboard, Design

a. General
The test of the l-kilowatt fuel cell stack was dIsigned to

simulate conditions that are expected in an actual 1 -kilowatt system. Thus,
in certain respects, the features of the breadboard are identical to those of
a complete unit:

Module supports

Headers and manifolds

Insulating enclosure

*Additional performance results are graphically presented in

Appendix B.
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Figure 2-31. Operational Curve of TMM D-F,8
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Cathode gas system

Ci rulatinl fans

Baffles

Exhaust.-

In sGmei matters it was necessary to sixmnlate the
expected conditious:

Fuel composition

Heating (electrical rather than -iPh a startup

burner).

No attempt was mde to incorporate any of the control
functioas (except for terrperature) whikh would be required in a system.

b. Description of Breadboard

The physical arrangement of the breadboard is shown in
Figure 2-34- The stack consisted of twelve 10 by 10 modules. These were

arranged and connected in four groups (in series) of three modules (in
parallel). The complete stack was thus 30 cells in parallel by 4C cells in
series.

Fuel was introduced to the center of the series and con-
ducted to either end (Figure 2-35 :. This arrangement was selected because

other components of a system fit into it well, and because it aids greatly in
obtaining good cathode flow and uniform temperature. 1n order to have an
output voltage of approximately 28 volts, it was decided to employ a center
ground, with-the two sides of the stack operating plus and minus. This is a
matter of convenience. Other choices are possible'.

The details of the module supports are show,2 in
Figure 2-36. Each group of three modules was suspended in a series of
U-bolts with two intermediate members. These were fastened to, but
electrically insulated from, a beam. The beams were bolted to the vertical

"supports.
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Figure 2-35. Fuel Flow Diagram

•:•• _The headers for these moduies (Figure 2•-37) were designedI':.= so that all +modules would be .denticai. As the module is to be a replaceable

•I•++ +.mimt. the desirability of having them all ali~ke is obvious. The design shown
S'- • •herie permits a module to be turned upside-down or end-for-end.

I Manifolds were designed for the fuel inlet enn. One of these
SI may be seen in the photograph of the stack, Figure 2-38. At the outlet end,

K~ ~I brnoff pipes carried the stream• away from the stack to the center of the
SI ~enclosure. Manifold and header connections were made with MVarm~on-typej clamps. These provide a good seal, yet cisassemble readily after having

I been heated to 7G00C. However, they were not deemed reliable for electr-ical
m• lI cornnection, so thifs function was orovided separate~ly. Fittings were weldee to

!] the headers. Stainless-clad zopper rods were inserted; a silver-bearing

I com~pound w--s used to obtain good contact.

] The cathode circulation system is evident from Figure 2-34.
C (entrifgl fans impart a flow upward through the center oi the enclosure.
and downward through the modules. The fans were designed for a circulation
rate of ten times the throughput. It is not possible to measure the circulation

rate. Tests on the fans, however, indicated that they were adequate.
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I.
c. Performance

Performance of the 1 -kilowatt breadboard test of the fuel
cell stacks is summarized in Figure 2-39, where output power in watts is
plotted as a function of voltage. At 28 volts, the power output was 865 watts.
However, a power output of 1 kilowatt was achieved at 20 volts. The open
circuit voltage was 38. 3 volts--essentially, the expected value based on module
test data. At power output of 608 watts, the top stacks of three modules in
parallel operated at 8. 5 and 8. 7 volts while the lower stacks were at 7. 3 and
7. 5 volts. Apparently, the less-than-desired 1-kilowatt power output at 28
volts was caused by an oxygen deficiency on the cathode side of the lower
banks of modules. An oxygen deficiency in the lower modules appears to have
been aggravated by the cathode air flow area outside the cell cathode channels
and the poor mixing due to laminar flow between the upper and lower banks of
modules. Although stack off-gas analyses showed a more than adequate oxygen
concentration in the bulk stream, flow into the cathode channels of the lower
bank apparently consisted of primarily the exhaust from the upper bank
cathode channels which would be low in oxygen concentration. A contributing
factor to low power output could be fuel leakage from the anode side to the -

cathode. Subsequent testing of individual modules did indicate leakage.

The 1-kilowatt breadboard test unit was operated continuously
for 24 hours. During the first six hours, extensive testing was done at various
power loads. After 12 hours of overnight operation at 400 to 430 watts, power
output was 400 watts at 31 volts. Additional testing during the following six 4
hours showed that performance was gradually deteriorating; therefore, the

test was terminated. V
Visual examination of the modules showed that only one was

cracked. Otherwise, there was very little evidence of corrosion or other
physical damage to the modules. Retesting of individual modules showed no
significant performance decay. However, cell resistance had increasr 4 and
there was an increase in obvious leakage as evidenced by numerous small
fires. General operation of the 1 -kilowatt breadboard test facility waa
excellent. There was no indication of electrical shorting, which had been
expected to be a problem area. Operation of the cathode circulation blower
also appeared to be entirely satisfactory even at sigaificintly less than
design speeds.

As stated previously, a fuel stream simulating the product
of a partial oxidizer was fed to the cell stack. This simulation was based on
a tentative design for a 1-kilowatt system which calls for a fuel rate of
1. 25 pounds per hour of gasoline. This design also calls for the partial ..
oxidizer air rate to provide an oxygen-to-carbon ratio of 1.25. Assuming
that gasoline may be represented as (CHZ)n, and assuming the partial- A
oxidizer product to be a thermodynamic equilibrium at 700"C. the
composition will be:
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H2  19.7 percent

CO 19.0 percent

CO2  3. 8 percent

H20 2. 5 percent

N2  54. 5 percent

CH 4  0. 5 percent.

To simulate the above, the following fuel was used:

H2  23. 0 percent

CO 17.2 percent

CO 2  5. 8 percent

N2  54.0 percent.

shift This was preheated to 700°C and passed through a bed of
shift catalyst before entering the stack, At equilibrium, the composition
of this stream is identical to the equilibrium composition from air partial-
oxidation of (CH2)n. The shift catalyst used was Girdler G-56 nickel
reforming catalyst (1/4 - by 1/4-inch tablets).

4 6. Design and Performance Projection to Engineering
Development Units

The present fuel cell design concept (Thin Matrix Module)
represents a near-maximum packing density of electrode area which can be
assembled. Referring to Figure 2-27, a single cell consists of a cathode
screen (0.011 inch thick), the matrix (0. 024 inch), the anode screen
(0. 011 inch) and one-half of the anode and cr.thode secondaries (0. 160 inch
total). The volume occupied by the active cell is then 8 by 3 by 0. 206 = 4. 95
cubic inches or 0. 00286 cubic foot. Translated to packing density this means
a maximumn of about 350 cells or 58 square feet of cell area per cubic foot of
module. Several factors prevent reaching this maximum: (a) some structure
is necessary to bind together the parallel cells and to assemble the cells in
series; (b) added cathode structure occurs on the outside surfaces of every
parallel stack; and (c) in a -fuel cell system some volume must be allowed
for maintenance access, air and fuel flow, and power connections. It is
estimated that, based on the existing design, the overall cell packing density
for a 15-kilowatt system would be about 35 square feet per cubic foot of cell
stack. It is unlikely that this figure can be increased appreciably.

The packing density may also be specified in terms of perform-
ance, i.e., assuming 20 watts per square foot. the volume Rpecific per-
formance would be 0. ? kilowatt per cubic foot. Obviously, any increase in
cell performance would decrease proportionally the required cell stack
volume. 2-90



The figure of 20 watts per square foot is validated by the per-
formance of a number of single test cells which have exceeded this figure
for reasonable time periods. A recent change in the anode configuration
indicates a good possibility of doubling this figure (to 40 watts per square
foot). However, the performance of single cells is not related to cell stack
on a one-to-one basis. Where cells are connected in series, both
electrically and flow-wise, the module current density cannot exceed that
of the poorest cell. In any random selection of parallel cell stacks for a
series module there is bound to be a spread in performance. Hopefully,
this spread is negligibly small. In addition, even though all cells are
physically identical, the last cell will "see" a much different fuel than the
first cell. The last cell probably wili tend to limit the performance of p-
series module. Due to the above it is not expected tha-t the average per-

formance of a series cell stack will exceed about 30 watts per square foot.
This is equivalent to about 1. 0 kilowatt per cubic foot of stack volume.

C. FUEL PREPARATION

I. Ultrasonic Atomizer

As part of the work on methods of fuel dispersion, a subcontract
was let to Battelle Memorial Institute for the development of an ultrasonic
atomizer for use with a partial-oxidizer. This subcontract was terminated
by Texas Instruments on 10 February 1967, with the approval of USAERDL.
Battelle's Summary Report is included in this document as Appendix A.

Their progress up :o termination is summarized here. The
objectives of the subcontract were:

Design and fabrication of an atomizer

Design and ftbrication of a driver

Design of mount for the atomizer, to ensure that the
piezo-electric crystals remain coot

Operation with a partial-oxidiiser supplied by Texas
InstruwnentL . 4

The first two items, an atonizer and driver, were built and
operated briefly. Performanc,- appeared entirely satisfactory. The third
it .A was partially completed. The mount was designed. and analysis
indicated it would meet the requirements. However, it was not fabricated.

Although the early results were very encouraing, the subcontract
was terminated before operation with a partial-oxidizer could be attempted.

The decision to terminate was based entirely on budsetary considerations,
and in no way reflected dissatisfaction with any technical aepect of the
contract. It was deemed esseitial to put thc effort on other problems.
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2. Film Boiler

The film boiling technique developed under API sponsorship for

vaporization of No. 2 Heating Oil* was investigated for vaporization of
gasoline and CITE fuel. Film boiling results in fewer deposits than nucleate
boiling since a vapor film separates the hot surfaces from the liquid. Film
boiling of No. 2 Heating Oil occurred at 750°F or higher.

The initial film boiler design for vaporization of gasoline is
shown in Figure 2-40. This vessel was a 3-inch diameter by 3-inch-long
cylinder of 316 stainless stell, with a 1-inch diameter by 2-inch-long inner
cavity for vaporization. This vessel was mounted in the 700°C furnace
and gasoline entered through the top. i.. lst entered through the top and/or

the side, with vapor exiting from thz: .iue. This vaporizer was unsatisfactory
for use with combat gasoline due to:

Lead oxide deposits in the vaporizer and its exit line

Preignition of the fuel-air mixture in the vaporizer or
its exit line

Unstable fuel flow.

Calculations indicated that heat transfer from the furnace to
the vaporizer base could be insufficient to maintain the inner sirfaces at
film boiling temperatures. Therefore, the vaporizer base was machined
to fit directly on the reactor, with heat transfer by close radiation coupling
with the 1000°C to 12008C reactor wall. This technique increased
vaporization temperature and improved fuel flow stability; however,
preignition and lead deposit problems remained. A high temperature vapor-
izer was constructed usi•.g the reactor wall as the base. This vaporizer
exhibited severe preignition and carbon deposit problems.

From this work we concluded that satisfactory fuel vaporization
by film boiling of gasoline in a vessel inside the 700°C furnace would be very
difficult, due to hot surfaces causing preignition at high air ratee and
unsteady fuel flow at the low air rates required to prevent preignition. Lead
deposits were also a problem.

3. Premixing Technique

Steady vaporized fuel flow without carbon deposition, lead
deposits, or preignition was obtained by cool air entrainment of liquid fuel
into a prebc-.ted air stream. Proper line sizing and control of the preheated-,
to-cool air ratio was successful in preventing preignition. With larger
scale units, a spray nozzlIc will probably- improve dispersion of the fuel into
the air etream.,

*Proceedings: API Research Conference on Distillate Fuel
Combustion, 1961 -5.
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Figure 2-41. Liquid Fuel Vaporization and Air Premixing

Figure 2-41 shows additional details regarding this fuel

vaporization system. Liquid fuel enters the inclined cooi air line and is
partially vaporized by the cool air. The bulk of the liquid fuel is blown
down the inclined air line into the hot air stream. The 1.25-pound-per-hour

gasoline vaporizer utilized a fuel-cooled air line extending into the hot air
stream. A smaller vaporizer (0. 3 - 0. 7 pound per hour) gave satisfactory

performance with perpendicular entry of the cool air-fuel mixture into the
hot air stream.

4. Reactor Geometry Evolution

The three basic types of partial oxidation reactors investigated
were of swirl stabilized, tangential entry, and recirculation designs.

Various techniques were investigated for fuel and air entry into each type

v'eactor. In general, premixing of fuel and air was the only technique which

resulted in clean, satisfactory operation.

a. Swirl Stabilized Reactor

As shown in Figure 2-42, the swirl stabilized vortex

reactor consisted of two tubes with air flowing ir.to the annulus where it
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was preheated, then through multiple tangential slots into the inner tube
which was the reaction zone. Initially, axial fuel entry was investigated;

however, clean reaction couid not be obtained with either propane or liquid

fuels without use of water or a large excess of air.

Premixing of fuel and air at low temperatures resulted in
clean, stable reaction with the swirl type reactor. A reactor was operated

with premixed propane and air for 41 hours continuously and produced a

fuel containing, by volume, 20- to 21-percent hydrogen and 16- to 18-percent
carbon monoxide. Shutdown was due to preburning in the preheater coil,
Operations with premixed CITE fuel and air were plagued with preignition
and carbon deposition in the annular space.

A modified premixing technique involving injection of
vaporized fuel near the annular slots showed limited promise. The major
probienis -with vaporized gasoline or CITE fuel were carbon deposition and
locally excessive temperatures near the fuel inlet. Preignition in the

annulus and inadequate mixing of fuel and air prior to ignition were the

probabie causes for these problems.

b. Tangential Entry

Tangential entry of fuel and air into a single tube reactor

was successful in eliminating preignition and carbon deposition problems in

the fuel inlet to the reactor. A typical reactor, as shown in Figure 2-43,
used premixed fuel and air flow ti rough the tangential entry. A modification
of this design utilized an inner tube in the tangential entry line for vaporized

fuel flow with air flow through the annular space. All tangential entry

reactors were plagued with dirty luminous combustion, carbon deposition

inside the reactor, and a high noise level. Attempts to alleviate this problem

with mixing rings and baffles were unsuccessful. Apparently, impingeilient

of fuel and air on the hot reactor walls' resulted in ignition without establish-

ment of a stable flame.

c. Internal Recirculation

Internal recirculation of reaction products to the fuel-air

entry point resulted in clean, nonluminous combustion of combat gasoline

and air without carbon dtposition in the reactor, its inlet, or outlet piping.

Presented in Figure 2-44 are the basic reactor designs for annular and

baffled recirculation within the reactor. Both designs utilized premixed fuel

and air with an inlet orifice to establish jet pumping for recirculation of a

portion of the reaction products. In general, performance of the annular

reactor was superior to the baffled reactor; however, the annular reactor

received more extensive development study. Both types of reactors were

operated at l-kilowatt system design rates of 1. 25 pounds per hour of
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Figure 2-44. Recirculation Reactor Designs
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combat gasoline and 100 cfh of air. The annular recirculation reactor was
used for the 1-kilowatt partial-oxidation breadboard test.

d. Ignitor
A conventional Janitrol aircraft heater spark plug was

modified for startup of the partial-oxidizer by machining the spark plug to

a 0. 61 -inch outside diameter and extending its insulated length. This
ignitor was usually inserted at the observation port (3/4-inch tubing);
however, a smoother startup was obtained with the ignitor near the fuel-air

entry orifice. With the partial-oxidizer near 700*C, minor pressure fluc-
tuations were experienced during startup. At lower temperatures con-
siderable pressure variations and noise persisted until the unit was suffi-
ciently hot for flame stabilization. This type of ignitor should be satisfactory
for use on larger scale fuel preparation units.

5. The 1-Kilowatt Breadboard

a. Design

The 1 -kilowatt breadboard fuel preparation unit was
designed to partially oxidize combat gasoline with air to produce a hydrogen
and carbon monoxide rich fuel for the fuel cell stack. Sufficient air was
used to prevent carbon deposition down to 700°C. Assumning the liquid fuel
was (CH2)n, the required oxygen to carbon atomic ratio was 1.25. Thermo-
dynamic calculation showed that the equilibrium fuel composition at 700°C
"should be:

Voluine
(percent)

H2 19.7

CO 19.0

CO 2  3.8

H2 0 2.5

CH 4  0.5

N4 54.5

Assuming that methane is reformed in the fuel cell, this corresponds to
40. 2-percent fuel, by volume, in the partial-oxidizer product. tt-

The 1-kilowatt demonstration test used premixed ccmbat

gasoline and air, with air vaporization as previously discussed. The reactors
were of the annular recirculation type. Two reactors were operated con-
tinuously at 1-kilowatt design rates of 1. 25 pounds per hour combat gasoline
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and 100 cfh air. A smaller reactor was run to obtain additional data for

design of a 15-kilowatt system. The general design of annular recirculation

reactors was discussed earlier. Specific size data are:

Test Station 3 4 1

Capacity, pounds of fuel 1. 25 1. 25 0.3-0.7
per hour

Dimensions, inches

Overall length 10 10 10

Recirculation 1.278 1.380 0.824
tube internal
diameter

Outer tube internal 2. 067 3.38 1. 500

diameter

Reaction volume, cubic 30 83 20

inches

b. Performance

• The demonstration tests of the 1 -kilowatt partial-oxidation
reactors showed that the reactor design was satisfactory for use with the
1-kilowatt system. The two reactors operated 97 and 102 hours on combat
gasoline and air. The 102-hour rvn was voluntarily terminated at the end
of the work week; however, the 97-hour run was terminated due to failure

I -! of a 316 stainless steel observation port. The only problem requiring
operator attention during the test was a buildup of deposits on the premixed
fuel-air orifice at the reactor inlet. These orifice deposits were removed
by passing a rod through the orifice, after shutting off the fuel and air flows,
and purging with nitrogen. This orifice cleaning operation required about
two minutes. Specific operational performance of each partial-oxidation unit
is summarized below.

(1) Test Station 3

This smaller volume 1-kilowatt partial oxidizer was

operated for 97 hours before failure of a 316 stainless steel observation port
forced termination of the run. This reactor had 23 hours of intermittent
operation prior to the 97-hour test run. Gradual buildup of deposits on the
fuel-air inlet orifice required that the orifice be cleaned five times during
the test. At 12. 5 hours of operation, the fuel was accidentally shut off with
no adverse effects. Raactor inlet pressure was normally 5 to 7 inches of
water and increased to 15 to 20 inches of water before cleaning the orifice.
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(2) Test Station 4

This larger 1-kilowatt partial-oxidation reactor was
operated continuously for 102 hours on combat gasoline. The run was
voluntarily terminated at that time due to ending of the work w'eek. Deposits
also built up at the inlet orifice of this reactor and had to be removed three
times. However, we found that t-he deposits were removed curing the nitrogen
purge after shutoff of fuel and air. The reason for this is unknown. Normal
reactor inlet pressures were 8 to 10 inches of water.

(3) Test Station 1

This small partial oxidizer was designed for reduced
flows of about 1/4 to 1/3 of 1-kilowatt rates for module development studies.
However, this reactor was operated during the test to obtain additional data
for design of the 15-kilowatt system and a better understanding of the partial-
oxidation process. A range of flow rates and the addition of carbon dioxide
at reduced air rates was investigated. The results of these tests are
summarized later in the report.

Visual observations of the partial-oxidizer product
gas burnoff flame indicated that a "cleaner" product was obtained from this
small unit at all flow rates tested. The product gases burned with a clear
blue flame, compared with the slightly yellow tinted flame from the 1-kilowatt
units. The yellow tint is apparently due to traces of free carbonc The
reasons for this difference in reactors are not fully defined; however, design
modification of the 1-kilowatt reactor is being investigated.

Partial-oxidation product analyses obtained by gas
chromatography and process conditions are tabulated in Table 2-4. An
analysis of this data shows that:

At 1200°C reactor temperature, equilibrium
product compositions are closely
approached, except for high methane
concentrations (2. 5 - 3. 5 versus 0. 5
percent) and correspondingly lower
hydrogen and CO leveis.

L7ý
At lower temperatures of 1000 to 1100°C, the

methane concentration increases to
about 5 to 6 percent and ethylene beginsto increase to about 2 percent.

Partial oxidation at about 1200 °C with 1.0 atom
of oxygen from air per atom of carbon
from gasoline and sufficient CO 2 to
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increase the overall oxygen to carbon
ratio to 1. 25 showed that CO2 did react fl
to give the expected product composition.
At lower temperatures near 1000*C,
very little CO 2 reacted.

Reactor temperati.,re was the major process
variable affecting partial-oxidizer product I
composition. Doubling reactor size
(Station 3 versus 4) or doubling ýhe fuel- I A l
air rates (Station 1) had no detectable
effect on oartial-oxidizer product
composition.

The methane content of partial-oxidizer
product gases decreased by about
1.0 percent, by volume, between
5-10 and 100 hours of continuous
operation. This is apparently due to a
change of catalytic reactor surface
effects during the extended period of
continuous ope ration.

(4) CITE Fuel Test

After completion of 102 hours of continuous
operation, the Test Station 4 partial-oxidizer was operated for two 6-hour
periods on CITE fuel. Performance of the vaporizer-mixer was satisfactory i
and essentially equivalent to gasoline operations. The partial-oxidation
reactor also gave satisfactory performance at 0. 8 to 1.0 pounds per hour of
CITE fuel. Visual observations indicated less free carbon in the exhaust A
flame than was obtained with combat gasoline. However, increasing rates
to 1. 25 pounds per hour resulted in a luminous exhaust flame and carbon
deposition in, the reactor and its exit lines. This sý-:--.rior performance at
lower rates was surprising in view of combat gasl!O.•- experience showing
improved performance at higher rates. Additional -;'.-.-,lopment work is
required to resolve these differences in beh,±viour of gasoline and CITE
fuel during partial oxidation.

(5) Post- Test Equipment Examination

Examination of the fuel preparation units after "'he
breadboard test showed that the Incoloy 800 reactor walls and end plate@
were in good condition, although coated with a hard glossy scale in areas
where temperatures were about 1200"C. Photographs taken of the two 1-
kilowatt test reactors during disassembly are presented in Figures 2-45
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through 2-49. The Station 4 reactor was constructed from Inconel or Incoloy
except for the 316 stainless steel fuel-air inlet tube, which showed minor
evidence of heat damage at its relatively low operating temperature. The
Station 3 reactor was also of InconeL or Incoloy except for the fuel-air inlet
line and orifice, and the observation port line whicli were of 316 stainless
steel. In sumnmary, Inconel 600 or Inco!oy 800 appear satisfactory for
construction of partial oxidizers 4o cperate around 1Z00°C.

Inspection of the vapJrizer lines showed only trace
deposits which appeared carbonaceous. However, the fuel-air inlet line,
exposed co the 700°C furnace temperature in addition to radiated and conducted
reactor heat, showed a thin coating of loosely attached gray-yellow deposits
which are apparently lead oxides. These deposits should not interfere with

extended operations.

The interior of the reactors contained minor quantities
o scale and dust-like magnetic particles The reactor exhaust lines also
contained a limited quantity of scale and showed a slight buildup of tightly
adhering deposits which are probably carbon and lead compounds.

6. Design Projection to 15 Kilowatts

a. General

The prooosed 15-kilowatt fuel preparation system 4s

* designed to operate at a 1. 0 oxygen/carbon atomnic ratio from air, with
30 percent -f the anode exhaust stream recycled to the partial-oxidizer inlet.
The >hermodynar..ic equilibrium (at 700°C) of the partial-oxidizer proeuct
and t&e recycle stream are shown below, asurning zero methane. The

- partdl-oxidizer product should .ctually contain about 0. 5 volume-percent
methane and the anode exhaust < 0. 1 volume-percent methane.

Partial -Oxidizer Anode
Component Product Exhaust

(perce.nt by volume) (percent by volume)

H2  .4 q 2

CO 19.3 8.2

COZ 5.i 12.8

HO0 3.8 18.2
2

N2  49.4 51.6
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These compositions were calculated at an overall fuel
utilization of 68.2 percent which corresponds to a HzO/Hz ratio of 1. 98 • F
(2. 0 is maximum considering nickel corrosion). The effects of CO2 diffusion
from the anode was accounted for in these calculations. The carbon deposition I
temperature of the partial- oxidizer product is 1265°F. well under the 1300°F !:i

system temperature.

Presented in Figure 2-50 is a process flow schematic of
the 15-kilowatt system showing stream compositions, temperatures, and
flow rates plus heat exchanger duties and surface area requirements at
the design 15-kilowatt load. Detailed design calculations are presented in
Appendix C. Basically, air preheated and mixed with fuel vaporized by the
recycle gases enters the reactor through an inlet orifice to obtain
recirculation by jet pump action. After reaction at ZZOOF, the partial-
oxidizer produrci gases are cooled to 1350°F prior to entering the corrosives _
removal unit. Gases from this unit enter the fuel cell stack for electrochemical
reaction and a portion of the anode exhaust is recycled to the partial-oxidizer
for control of carbon deposition.

b. Air and A-node Exhaust Recycle Heaters

To obtain the desired adiabatic reaction temperature of
2200 F, it v;ill be necessary to heat the partial-o-idizer air ar-d anode exhaust
recycle streams to 1700°F and 1800°F, respectively. Control uf these tempera-
tu_ .3s is accomplished by splitter valves which adjust the fraction bypassing
the heat exchanger

Partial-oxidizer air is preheated to about 1200'F in a I,
16-square-foot heat exchanger by the 1300'F furnace gases. The air stream
is then split (for temperature control) and 75 percent is heated to about 1860°F
by partial-oxidizer product gas in a 4. 5-square-foot heat exchanger. Recombin-
ing the air streams gives the desired 1700*F preheat temperature.

The anode exhaust recycle stream is split in a similar I
manner and 75 percent is heated to 1960°F by partial-oxidizer product gas,
ther. recombined with the preheater bypass stream to give a temperature of
1800°F entering the partial oxidizer. About 4 square feet of heat exchanger
surface will be required in this preheater.

c. Vaporizer-Mixer

Fuel vaporization and mixing of fuel with air and anodes
exhaust recycle may be a major problem due to preignition at the high pre-
heat temperatures required on the 15-kilowatt system. The preignition
temperature of fuel-air mixtures is also lowered as line size is increased;
however, this effect can be counteracted to some extent by baffling to reduce
the effective cross-sectional area cf the inlet piping.
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Figure 2-51. 15-Kilowatt Partial Oxidizer, Vaporizer-Mixer-Reactor

The initial mixing of preheated air with fuel vapors is
expected to be the most critical area in this system since intermediate
mixtures of high fuel-air ratio which favor preignition can be formed. In
order to minimize preignition problems, the liquid fuel will be dispersed
into the anode exhaust recycle gas stream using a spray nozzle. The fuel
vapors, diluted with recycle anode exhaust gases, is then mixed with air
preheated to 1700°F. This mixture enters the partial-oxidation reactor at
about 1225°F, which should result in an adiabatic reaction temperature of

2200 0F. This fuel vaporization technique and the partial-oxidation reactor
are shown in Figure 2-51.
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d. Reactor

The reactor design proposed for the 15-kilowatt system is
shown in Figure 2-51. This reactor is 5 inches in diameter, 24 inches long,
and has an internal volume of 470 cubic inches. Internal recirculation will

be provided by a 2-inch diameter recirculation pipe. Inconel 600 or
Incoloy 800 will be satisfactory materials of construction.

e. Fuel CoolerKu' I
Partial-oxidizer exhaust gases are cooled from 2140°F

to 1780*F by heat exchange with partial-oxidizer air and anodes exhaust
recycle as previously discussed. Cooling to 1350°F is accomplished with
1300*F furnace gases in a heat exchanger with 23 square feet of heat
transfer surface. Further cooling to 1300°F will occur in the corrosives
removal unit and the plumbing to the fuel cell stacks.

f. Development Work Required

Considerable development work will be required on the
fuel preparation unit fnr the 15-kilowatt system. The major effort will
probably involve the vaporizer-mixer-reactor equipment. Preignition,
mixing efficiency, reaction stability, carbon formation, and approach to
thermodynamic equilibritxrn are some of the major problems to be solved
with the 15-kilowatt unit. Lead and sulphur removal also require additional

study.

Throttling of the 15-kilowatt fuel preparation unit requires
development work in view of the problems mentioned previously. Throttling
also affects the internal recirculation rate, which appears to be a Pertinlent
variable in obtaining clean reaction without carbon forrmation.

D. STARTUP BU` NER SYSTEM

1. Design Approach

In the design of a liquid-fueled startup burner for fuel celt power
plants, there are four importan* .. ;spe.t to be taken into consideration.
These are listed below.

The burner must start and run clean. it .iiust not develop
soot or smoke.

It must have high heat output iid minimurn size and weight.
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It must have uniform heat distribution along the length of
the furnace.

It must operate equally well on either combat gasoline or
CITE fuel, with a minimw-m of readjustment.

In our first approach to the startup burner problem we investi-
gated several commercially available boiler burners. It became immediat ily
obvious that these units were too large and too heavy. In addition, they
required 60-he-tz ac power to operate. It was then decided to investigate the
burner used in aircraft cabin heaters. Such burners have the advantages of
being light in weight and relatively small, and they operate on 24 volts dc.
Several sizes were purchased and tested. They seemed to be very pro-nising
even though they did rot burn as cleanly as desired.

Next, the problem of uniform heat distribution was approached.
Several cold flow models of plywood and cardboard were constructed to
verify ideas. The most promibing model (als* one of the easiest to build)
was a simple box, 8 inches square and 24 inches long (inside length of
I -kilovatt furnace). The top surface (8 by 24 inches) had two rows of eight
9/16-inch holes. The only part of the aircraft cabin heater used waý, the
inner combustion tube and cone assembly. This combustion tube (with an
extension added) ran down the center of the box to within about 2 inches
from the end. The box served as a plenum and the 16 holes were sized to
get uniform distribution.

2. The 1-Kilowatt Breadboard Startup Burner

For the 1-kilowatt breadboard startup burner the inner combus-
tion. tube and cone from a Janitrol Aircraft hea;er, Type S200, was used.
This heater carries a 200, 000 BTU per hour input rating. To make it
suitable for usc, an extension was welded to the combustion tube and an air

supply box for the nozzle end was built. This tube was mounted centrally in

aa 8- by 8- by 24-inch metal box with two rows of eight 9'16-inch holes in
the top face. The box was mounted in a simple open top furnace.

First, operation of the burner, in this configuration resulted in

unclean startup and burning. The original nozzle operated on only 15 psi

pressure (supplied by two Bendix pulse-type fuel pumps in tandem). To get

better atomization, a smaller nozzle was used, and fuel pressure increased

to 34 psi. At this pressure, 5 pounds of combat gasoine per hour was being

burned, representing an input of 94, 000 BTU per hour. Startup and burning

still were not clean enough so experiments were tried with the air supply.

The original burner injected a small amount of air from an annular orifice

surrounding the fuel nozzl-#. Using shop air supply it was found that if

4-inch H 2 0 pressure in the nozzle box was maintained, the desired type of
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startup and burning could be accomplished. A new nozzle box with a 1 -inch
inlet was built, with air supplied from a tee at the combustion blower output.
To obtain the 4-inch H 2 0 pressure, an orifice was installed down stream
from the tee.

a. Performance of Combat Gasoline

Setup was upgiaded to accurately measure total air
supply, using a venturi mneter. At 34 pounds per squalre inch gage

fuel pressure (5 pounds of fuel per hour) and sufficient air to give a 2:1
ratio of CO. to 02, burner performance was excellent.

b. Performance of CITE Fuel

The only change necessary from the above to burn CITE
fueL was to reduce the fuel pressure to 20 pounds per square inch gage
pressure to obtain the 5 pounds per hour flow rate. Performance was
excellent on CITE fuel.

3. Design Extension to 15-Kilowatt Size

Texas Instruments is convinced that the technique used in the
1 -kilowatt breadboard startup burner can be fairly easily scaled-up for use
in the 15-kilowatt power plant. Fortunately, Janitrol Aero makes a large
liquid heater package that has an output rating of 1, 000,000 BTU per hour.
Plans call for the use of the conbustion head and tube from this heater.

Calculations indicate that an output of approxi1i-ately 750, 000 BTU per hour
for the 15-kilowatt plant is needed. This will require a fuel flow of 40
pounds per hour. As designed, the blower for the combustion air requires
1.5 horsepower. This will require 40 amperes at 28 volts. A considerable
reduction in this power requirement may be realized by burner redesign to

incorporatu induced draft.

There is no way of knowing at this time whether this burner,
as is, will start and burn clean. In the ev-rt that it does not, Texas
Instruments is prepared to perform whatever modifications are necessary.

E. CORROSIVE MATERIALS REMOVAL

The Texas Instruments fuel cell employs a nickel anode, the electro-
chemical and struccural functions both being scrved by the single material.
As a catalyst, nickel is a candidate for poisoning. In practice, this is found
not to be a problem. As a stiu.LturC, howe'rer, nickel is a target for corrosion,
and this threat turns out to be ve,-y real.
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One source )f nickel corrosion is the water (or COZ) which is formed
at the anode. That is a matter of operation and electrode polarization and is
not the subject of this section. Here we are concer. d with the sulphur,
lead, and halogens present in common hydrocarbon luels. After the
reaction in the partial oxidizer, these are found in the fuel stream as H2S,
PbO or PbBrZ, ind HBr.

The effect of H 2 S on the Texas Instruments fuel cell has been examined
experimentally. In one test, for example, a module was fed a stream con-

taining 700 parts per million of H2 S. This module previously had been
operated for 95 hours without H2S, and was performing well. In 30 hours of
exposure t( sulphur, the anodes were severely damaged by corrosion. On
the other hand, the electrochemical properties do not appear to be greatly
affected. In the test above, and others, the module continued to produce
power until its nhysical structure was ruined.

The experiments described here were perýý>rmed on an earlier model
(LCM) fuel cell. The anode structure was nearly identical to that of the

present cell, however.

The elfect of lead salts or HBr is not knowrn. Lead is a very corrosive
material at high temperature in an oxidizing atmosphere, but no data have .
been found for a reducing environment.

The two general approaches for dealing with these corrosive
constitucrits are: remove them, or employ a res:i.stant material for the
structural features of the anode. The second possibility is being studied,
but attemptsus far have not been successful. This report will be concerned
with m'ethods of remnoval.

I. CITE Fuel,

The maximum permitted sulphur content of CITE fuel is 0. 4
percent by weight. If this is fed to a partial oxidizer, the product will
contain about 500 parts -er million H 2 S by volume. The Texas Instruments
fuel cell in its present form cannot tolerate that.

2
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2. Gasoline

The speifications for combat gasoline permit a maximum of
0.15 percent sulphur. This would give about 200 parts per million H2 5 in
the partial nxidizer exit stream--les than for CITE, but probabiy stlil
enough to cause rapid deterioration of the cell. On the other hand, most
gasoline actaually hat much tess sulphur than that. For example, the

gasoline used in the demonstration tests of the partial oxidizer had only
a 0. 002 perce.it sulphur. In the cell this would be only 2 parts per million.

If the concentration were much less than this, the formation of nickel
sulfide .'ould not be thermodynamically favored, so the cell probably would
not be affected by this level of l-12 S.

If gasoline typically available in the field is found to have a

sulphur content this low, it may not be necessary to remove it at all. In
any case, a process that will remove sulphur from CITE fuel will work for
gasoline.

3. Sulphur Removal

Preliminary experiments were conducted to examine potential
sulphur-removing agents. A simulated fuel stream containing 400 parts per
million H2S was passed through a tubular bed containing the candidate
material. The flow rate was equivalent to that of a 100-watt system; the
duration of each of the tests was 50 hours. All tests were performed at
700°C. •'fter the run, samples of the material were analyzed for sulphur.

Several materials were checked in this way, among them,
nickel screen, steel wool, the lithium-sodium carbonate used in the cell,
and a number of commercial catalysts. Of these, two gave encouraging

results: the molten carbonate and a Girdler catalyst, G-49A. These are
summarized below:

G-49A Carbonate

Total sulphur passed 11.65 grams 10.46 grams

Sulphur retained 5.41 grams 7. 17 grams

Percent retained 46.4 percent 68.5 percent

Arnovnt of material 410.0 grams 210.0 grams

Grarn Sulphur/Gram 0.013 M6

Material
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In two respects, inmprovements over these results are dcsired.
A greater proportion of the sulphur must be removed, and the amount of
material required to do it should be reduced. Additional work is needed to
determine whether either of the above agents can be developed into a
practical process, and also to investigate other possibilities.

The importance of this project is recognized, and it is being
continued.

4. Lead and Halogens

No work has been done directly on the matter of lead salts,
either to determine the effects on the Texas Instruments cell or to investi-
gate methods of removal. Partial-oxidation reactors have been operated
extensively on combat gasoline. Some lead deposits have been found, but no
evidence of corrosion. During the 100-hour demonstration runs, a piece of
nickel screen was inserted in the outlet pipe of one of the reactors. After
the test it was coated with carbon but the rretal itself was bright and
ductile. These observations suggest that tie lead salts may pass through the
fuel cell without producing any effect.

There appears to be no satisfactory way to simulate a fuel
stream containing lead salts, as with H2S. It will be necessary to operate
fuel cells on actual gasoline product gas to determine whether their
operation will be affected.

5. The 15-Kilowatt Design

In 50 hours of operation, the power plant might consume 500
pounds of fuel. If CITE fuel with 0. 4-percent sulphur is used, approx-
imately 2 pounds of sulp'iur (essentially all of it) must be removed. The
experiment on molten carbonate suggests that 40 pounds of carbonate
might suffice.

Although the nickel-containing catalysts tested to date have not

shown as much promise, they will be studied further, because nickel is
theoretically a good removal agent. To remove 2 pounds of sulphur would
take about 4 pounds of nickel. A catalyst loading of 40-percent nickel is
reasonable, so 40 pounds of catalyst might well carry four times the amount
of nickel required stoichiometrically.

Concerning lead, the information at hand iF not sufficient to
warrant an estimate of requirements for the 15-kilowatt design.

Texas Instruments fully appreciates the importance of this
aspect of system performance, Exploratory and developmental work are
both being continued.
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F. SPEND FUEL RECYCLE BLOWER

1. The 1 -Kilowatt Size

a. Design

During the early design phase, it was determined -hat the
spent fuel recycle blower for a 1 -kilowatt fuel cell power plant should have a
pumping capacity of 1 cubic foot per minute against a head of 5 inches H2O
when pumping hot gas (700*C) having a density of 0. 026 pound per cubic. foot.

Ten manufacturers of small blowers were contacted in an attempt to havy! some.-
one design and construct this blower. None -f the manufacturers contacted
were willing to undertake the design and ccnstructiort of the entire blower
(the blower itself plus mounting and spindle). Torrington Manufacturing Company

agreed to design and construct two impellers and scroll cases and Texas
Instruments would design and construct the mount and spindle.

The Torrington design is shown in Figure 2-52. The impeller
is 3-1/4 inches diameter and must run at 19, 000 revolutions per minute.

The mounting and spindle designed by Texas Instruments is
shown in Figure 2-53. The entire blower and spindle is mounted on a "plug"
which is inserted in a hole in the furnace wall. This is to facilitate inspection
and i-nainmenance of the blower. The furnace side :,f this plug is shown in
Figure 2-54. The insulation between the inner and outer mounting plates
and the blower scroll case is evident.

Figure 2-55 shows the exterior side of the blower plug. The
spindle is hollow (in the hot zone) and is made of 316 stainless steel. Three
copper pin fin heat dissipators are silver soldered to the hollow shaft just
outside the outer furnace wall to provide a heat dam between the hot part of
the shaft and the bearings. Since the shaft has a rather large overhang, pre-
cision ABEC 7 bearings are used in a preloaded quill. We believe that this
technique will hold the bearings to a satisfactory operating temperature.
There may be a problem when the system is shut down. The pin fins cannot be
made large since they would absorb too much power at this speed. Therefore,
they may not be large enough to dissipate sufficient heat when not rotating.

There are three possible solutions that may be used singly or in combination.
One is to operate the blower at reduced speed (1/3 to 1/4) for some time after
shutdown. The second possibility is to use a small fan to blow some air across
the pin fins after shutdown. The third is to mount the pin fins in a duct to
obtain natural convective cooling. The inlet and discharge of the blower w1l
be coupled to the system "plumbing" with MARMON type flanges and clamps.
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b. Test Program

In 'der to test the perfor-

mance of this design, the blower "plug",
as shown in Figure 2-53, was mounted
in the wall of a small electrically heated
furnace. A closed loop of tubing couples

from blower discharge to inlet. This

S! loop has provision for the insertion of

various orifices and has four pressure
taps, one on each side of the orifice

and one at the blower inlet and discharge.

The circulation loop is shown in place

in. the furnace in Figure 2-56. The
spindle is driven by a miniature Vee

belt from a 3450-revolutions per

_ _ _ _ _minute AC motor. This setup is

Si shown in Figure 2-57. Two differential

manometers are used to measure the

50790 pressure drop across the orifice and
the pressure boost across the blower.

Figure 2-54. Furnace Side

of Blower Plug c. Performance

,! Figure 2-58 is a performance

curve run by Torrington, obtained by operating the blower at room ambient

temperatu'e and scaling the speed down to 6000 revolutions per minute.

The blower was tested at 700°C at four different flow rates.

A solid orifice plate and three orifices, 0.250 inch, 0.375 inch, and

0.5625 inch in diameter, were used. The data obtained is given below in

tabular form.

Orifice Size (inch) Pressure (Inches H2O) Flow (CFM)

0.000 5.9 0.00

0.250 5.2 3.76

0. 375 4.8 8.59

0.562 3.1 13.42
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Flows were calculated using a
density of 0.0221 pounds per cubic foot
(700"C). The experimental points

obtained are plotted as circles on

Figure 2-58 and show good agreement
with the Torrington curve.

The blower spindle and drive
wrked very well. The hollow spindle

and pin fins were very effective in

isolating the furnace heat from the
bearings. In fact, the bearing tempera-

ture rise was the game with the furnace

hot or cold, thus indicating that the
"only temperature rise was from the

bearings' own grease-churning action.

I Further tests will be made to
determine the bearing temperature

50791 rise with the furnace hot and the blower
not rotating, to simulate shutdown

Figure 2-55. Outer Side of conditions. A number of furnace cycles
Blower Plug with the blower not turning will be run

to see if any sag and resulting unbalance
occurs. We also will run hot life test
to failurc.

Texas Instruments believes that the hot recycle blower has -

been demrnnstrated to be feasible and practical. The major problems have

been solved and only some refinement may be necessary.

2. Design Projection to 15-Kilowatts

The spent fuel recycle blower for the 15-kilowatt system is
required to pump approximately 30 cubic feet per minute against a head of

5 inches H 0 at 700"C.

For a given flow, speed and impeller diameter can be traded

directly. An impeller diameter of 8 to 9 inches would permit a more
reasonable speed of 7000 to 8000 revolutions per minute. Having successfully

designed and constructed some furnace circulation blowers for the 1.1kilowatt
breadboard unit, Texas Instruments now feels competent to design and
construct recycle blowers.
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56792. 50793 P
Figure 2-56. Circulation Loop in Figure 2-57. Blower Drive

I Furnace and Test F~inA ce

G. CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A control, system designee t make a fuel cell power plant completely i

automatic has been designed by Texas Instruments. The various control
functions are based on the best available knowiedcie.

A detailed description of the control system, describing a typicalI ~startup, run, aiid shutdown sequence follo-is. For convenience, the I] total -system has beer divided into variousi si-bsysterns.

I ~The auxiliary power verification and swi~ch6-ver-subsystem, shown in
IFigure 2-59, contains the master start and stpcontrolg. Wnen the "start"

push botton is pressed, relay Kl is energized. It seals itself in through its

own holding contacts. In addition, it. (-.loses the circuit of the voltage sensor,
cloes hefuel clout~put ri t and siupplies battery power frthecotl

power line and the auxiliaries. The negative side of the startup battery, and1
the fuel cell are common. For simplicity of shutdown, battery power is used
in sevkeral hold-in circuiits t'ir-ug)hout the 'otal 3y..ter.-,. Intmntional shutdown
is accomplished by pushing the master "stop" botton. This breaks the hold-in

* circuit of Kl and removes power from the control power line. It also applies
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6.0 DESCRiPTION:

AIR PERFORMANCE CURVE:I
FOR CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
A-24537 (SC-306) As 0.026

--*LB/Ft3 DENSITY

CALCULAT[-D FROM4 6000 RPMI
AND 0 C-75 LB/CU FT DENSITY

EXPER IMENTAL
DATA POINTS

0 OBTAINED AT 7000 C

z

W30-0.03

G. I

2 .0 0.02 ZB

1.0 0.01

0 4 8 12 16 20 24

AIR FLOW-CFM AT P =0.026 LB/CU FT
50359A

Figure 2-58, Performance of Recycle Blower
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power to relay K5 which seals itself in. This relay switches the furnace
circulation fans from the auxiliary power bus to fuel cell power. This serves
to keep the circulation fans running for some time after shutdown to avoid
furnace hot spots. Relay K5 is margined so that it will drop out at about 20 volts.
In addition, an emergency shutdown can be accomplished by energizing relay KZ.

Vhen the "start" push botton is pressed, battery power passes through
the contacts of relay K3 (normally closed) and is applied to the startup
subsystem shown in Figure 2-60.

In Figure 2-60, this voltage causes relay K6 to close, applying power to
the combustion blower, startup fuel pump, the ignitor and to the air pressure
sensor. The bottom of the coil of relay K6 is tied to the negative side of
the line through normally closed contacts on relay K7. This relay is used to
stop the startup system. When the combustion air pressure and the startup
fuel pressure have reached satisfactory levels, the two contacts close,
applying power to the startup fuel solenoid valve. Power is also applied to the
flame verification safety cutoff consisti~ng of the thermal time delay relay,

the Cds photoconductive cell, the transistor and relay K8. The thermal
time-delay relay has normally closed contacts that will open Z seconds after
power is applied to the heater. If the fuel ignites and produces a flame, the
photoconductive cells' resistance drops, thus -turning on the transistor. The
transistor collector current pulls in relay K8. This relay shorts across the
contacts of the thermal time delay relay, forestalling its opening of the fuel
-solenoid valve circuit and operating a pilot light indicating that the burner has
ignited. If the fuel fails to ignite, the delay relay will turn off the fuel flow
after 2 seconds. The operator should let the unit operate for five minutes so
the combustion air can sweep the unburned fuel from the furnace. He then
pushes the "stop" botton, waits 1 minute, and presses the "start" botton to
recycle the startup. The photoconductive cell will be mounted in a heat dam
tube protruding several inches from the furnace in the accepted photoflame
sensor manner.

Referring again to Figure 2-59, at 500'C, a switch on the temperature
controller closes. This applies control power to relay K4 which switches power
from the auxiliary power bus to the fuel throttling sybsystem. The fuel
subsystem starts furnishing fuel to the partial-oxidization reactor. Thus, as
the furnace continues to heat up, we have the increasing possibility of drawing
some power from the fuel cell. In order to conserve the startup battery, it is
highly desirable to switch the auxiliaries over to fuel cell output at the earliest
moment. We believe that his should not be attempted before the furnace reaches
600*C. Therefore, at 600*C, a switch on the temperature controller closes,
applying fuel cell voltage to the voltage sensor (Figure 2-61). In order to be
certain that the fuel cell outpu[ can sustain the auxiliary power draw, an output
verifying technique has been incorporated. During startup the fuel cell output
is connected through normally closed contacts on relay K3 to the auxiliary power
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+ FUEL CELL 00'"' 4

6000 C SWITCH

TO K3 RELAY COILS
13 V AND CONTACTS ON

START RELAY RYI
R2 "R3

ZD1

CRQ1

RR

ZD2

-FUEL CELL POWER

50796

Figure 2-61. Voltage Sensor

load verifying resistor. This resistor is of such a resistance and wattage
rating that at the lowest voltage at which the auxiliaries will operate satis-
factorily, it will draw slightly more power than the auxiliaries. The voltage
sensor, Figure 2-61, is so designed that it will actuate the relay K3 when
the minimum operating voltage of the auxiliaries is reached. When K3 operates,
it does the following things: (1) switches the auxiliaries from battery power to
fuel cell power, (2) disconnects the power verifying resistor, and (3) lights
a pilot light indicating that the auxiliaries are now operating on fuel cell
power. The power verifying resistor will consist of heater elements inside
the furnace to utilize the approximate 2 kilowatts of power that it will dissipate.

This will help bring the furnace up to temperature a little faster.

The next step in the startup sequence is for the furnace to reach the

operating temperature of 700°C. The Temperature Sensor, Figure 2-62, will
be modified from a standard Burling Instrument Rod and Tube Controller.

This controller consists of a plugged inconel tube protruding into the furnace
about 1 foot. Inside this tube, there is an alumina ceramic rod which extends
back to the furnace wall. There is an inconel rod extending from the end of the
alumina rod to the sensing head. The end of this rod pushes on a spring-loaded
lever which provides motion multiplication. This lever operates four snap
action switches. The switches closed above 500°C, and closed above 600°C
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have had their functions covered in the description of Figure 2-59. The remaining
two, one closed above 715°C and ,ne open above 690*C, p~iovide emergency
over- and under-temperature shutoff. Since the 6900C constacts are closed
below 6900C, they would attempt to shut the system down. To avoid this, the
wire from this switch is routed through normally open contacts on the startup-

shutoff relay K7 on Figure 2-60, before going to the emergency stop relay K2
in Figure 2-59. The wire from the over-temperature Fwitch goes directly
to relay K2.

At the end of the lever, where the motion multiplication is greatest,
there are tWo vanes or shutters. These are used to interrupt light beams to
achieve proportional temperature control. In Figure 2-62, the light beams
are perpendicular to the paper. At the center of this figure, the sensors are
shown in schematic form with the light beams into the plane of the paper. For
the purposes in this discussion, it is sufficient to say that the fuel supplied
to the partial .oxidizer reactor is progranmed as a function of fuel cell
output current so that it should supply the fuel cell's needs and maintain the
furnace temperature at 700*C, Due to error in the fuel program, changing
loads, and ambient conditions, the furnace either will not receive enough
heat or will try to overheat. The. fuel rate will never be turned down from
the programmed value. If the furnace tries to overheat, the upper shutter
(Figure 2-62) will start to move out of the light beam. This will allow light
to enter the Cds photoconductive cell, thus lowering its resistance. This cell
provides the control signal for the duty cycle motor control showr, in Figure 2-63.
As more light strikes the Cds cell, the blower motor runs faster, blowing
more air through the furnace heat exchanger, thus keeping the temperature
down.

If the furnace tends to cool down, the lower shutter admits light to the
lower Cds cell, lowering its resistance. This provides a fuel turn up eignal
to the fuel throttling subsystem. There is one more function that the tempera-
ture control subsystem must perform. It must shut off dhe startup subs;ystem.

Across the furnace heat exchanger blowermotor, there is a diode in series
with a parallel cumbination of resistor and capacitor. This is a peak detector'
that will charge up to the full auxiliary power bus voltage the first time the
above blower motor is called upon to operate. This biases the transstor
"on", thus furnishing current to the startup .susyatem shutoff relay K7 in

Figur•e 2-60, K7 uses control power to seal itself in, ther-by locking out
the startup subsystem for the remainder of this cycle of operation of the
power plant.

The duty cycle motor control is highly desirable for controlliAg dc
motors in fuel c'c-1 power platits, since it will give full-off to essentially
full-on control with very .rtle wasted power. This is done by "keying" full
voltage to the motor in pulse &-- rm, with a constant repetition rate and a.duty
cycle variable from 0 percunt to '•P, perLent. Unijunction transistor Q0,
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capacitor Cl and the constant current diode CL13Ul generator a linear sawtooth

at the repetition rate desired. Transistors 02 and Q3 and their associated
components form a two-stage saturating amplifier. This amplifier ",-ips" a A

portion of the sawtooth and squares it into a rectangula., pulse. Transistor Q4
is controlled by the photoconductive cel). it acts as an ernitter-follower to se,,
the "clip" level. Transistors Q5 and Q6 "key" the carrent into the motor.
Even the ILirn-on base current for transistor Q6 is no,, wasted since it is also
drawn through the motor. This basic circuit will be used in several other places
in the conrol syp.em to control other blowers.

Texas Instruments electrochemists have dctermined "hat the theoretical
fuel input versus output current for a fuel cell power plant can be approximated
by a curve consisting of two straight lne segments as shown in Figure 2-64.
In Figure 2-65, we show a circuit for generating such a fuel command curvc.
Total fuel cell output current is sensed by using the voltage drop across a
50-millivolt ammeter shunt. This shunt wi:l be so sized that 50 rnilli.olts
will be obtained when the fuel cell is delive "ing full rated current.
This voltare is amplified by transistor QI. Transistors Q2 and 03 form a
Darlington pair to provide high input resista ice a,,d low output resistance.
The output of this Darlington pair is applied to transistors Q4, Q6, and Q8.
Transistors Q4 and Q5 constitute the overcurrent sensing circuit. 05 acts
as an emitter-follcwer to set the voltage on the emitter of Q4 to some value
below +20 volts. When rated current is exceeded, the base of Q4 goes negative
with respect to its emitter, thus turning it "on". Its collector current is drawn
th ough the overcurrý.it relay K16 (Figure 2-66), thus disconnecting the
external load. Transistors Q6 and Q7 are used to form the first straight line
segment of the command curve. Potentiometer R2 sets the starting point
for this segment. Since, even with no output current, some fuel would be
required to keep the furnace up to temperature, the starting point is set to
the left of the zero current point. This (ontrol can be used to compensate for
varying ambient temperatures. R3 sets the gain of Q6. Transistor 06 draws
its collector current through RL, thus generating a command voltage. The
gain of 06 controls the slope of this Hire segment. Transistois Q8 and Q9
generate the second straight line porti )n of the command curve. R4 controls the
starting point and R5 controls the slo! e. Since the collector current of
transistors is practically independent of collector voltage, these current,. &A

be summed in RL. Transistors QIO; nd QII provide the fuel turn-up fur ction.
If the furnace temperature tends to f.ecresse, the temnperature controllor
supplies a positive signal to l0. This turns Ql I "on" and it supplied current
to RL, thus giving a fuel turn-up command. The gain or rate of turn-up is
controlled by the potientiometer in the base of QlI.

To actually accomplish the fuel control, mechanical shift angle that is
proportional to the programmed fuel command voltage will be generated. This
is accomplished by a simple followup servo, as shown in Figure 2-67. A
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(

sensitive polarized relay K9, whose coil is connected between the command
voltage point and the wiper of the feedback potentiometer, provides error
sensing. This relay has form K contacts (both normally open). The polarized
relay controls relays K10 and K11. These relays can drive the motor in either
direction and in addition provide dynamic breaking by shorting the armature.
The motor drives the fuel control shaft through reducdion gears at a speed of
about 6 revolutions per minute.

Liquid fuel is supplied by a motor-driven pump, followed by relief
valve, so that constant fuel pressure is applied to the fuel metering valve.
The fuel metering valve will consist of an orifice and a long tapered needle
suchas is-used in some automotive carburetors. The needle need not be contoured
since the cam can be cut to the correct rise from empirical measurements.
The changeover from combat gasoline to CITE fuel will be made by lifting the
cani follower and sliding the appropriate cam into place. Three air flow
controls are required: partial oxidizer, cathode air, and recycle. All of
these will use the same basic metering technique as shown in detail for the
partialiy oxidized air. Air flow is measured by a venturi connected to a diaphram

differential pressu:e sensor. The diaphram spring is tensioned by the partial-
oxidation air control cam. Position of the diaphram is sensed by a lamp and
Cds photoconductive cell. This cell controls a duty cycle motor control as
shown in Figure 2-63. This control drives ihe partial-oxidation air blower
motor. The recycle blower and cathode air supply blower are controlled in
the same way. Since the cathode air supply will have to be adjusted to
achieve the correct CO? to 02 ratio in the furnace atmosphere, an additional
function is added to this control. The cam follower is coupled to the diaphram
unit through a lever. The "fixed" end of this lever is connected to a nut on a
motor-driven screw. This will be covered in more detail in the section on furnace
atmosphere control.

The partial-oxidation reactor temperature control is shown in Figure 2-68.
Partial-oxidation reactor temperature will be sensed by a thermocouple (rod
and tube type sensor is not applicable because of its bulk). Thermocouple
output will be supplied to one side of a differential amplifier. The other input
will be a reference voltage in series with a compensating thermocouple. A
sensitive polarized relay will be connected between the collectors. This relay
will actuate motor control relays similar to K10 and Kl I of Figure 2-67.
To avoid shunting and overcontrol, the motor will be geared down so that
control time is greater than reactor response time. The motor drives an
air proportioning valve which varies the fraction of air bypassing the preheater.

The cathodes of a molten carbonate fuel cell require CO 2 and 02 in the
ratio of two parts of CO 2 to one part 02. It has been shown that it is highly
desirable that the furnace atmosphere contain CO 2 and 02 in the above ratio.
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Figure 2-68. Partial-Oxidation Reactor Temperature Control

For the purpose of this discussion, we will assume that the fuel input is
constant and that all the fuel is oxidized either in the fuel cells or in the
burnoff flame. If we assume that only the exact stoichiometric requirement
of air is present, we have the following reaction:

Total

CHz + -/Z Oz + 6Nz --- > COz + HzO+ 6Nz. 8
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This gives 12.5 percent CO 2 and 0 percent 02.

If-we increase the air to 1-1/3 times stoichiometric (202 + 8N 2 ) we have

Total
CH2 + 20 2 +8N 2 --- >C02 + H2 0+ 1/20 2 + 8N2 . 10.5

This gives 9.5 percent CO 2 and 4.75 percent 0 2, which is the desired ratio.

If we increase the air to 1-Z/3 stoichiometric (2-1/202 + 1ON 2 ) we have:

CH2 + 2-I/Z02 ION, --- >CO2 +H 2 0+O 2 +10N 2 . 13

This gives 7.7 percent CO and 7.7 percent 02.

Thus, if we can maintain a 9.5 percent concentration of CO2 in the
furnace atmosphere we will get our required CO 2 to 02 ratio. To do this, we
plan to sense the CO 2 concentration and develop an error signal that will
control the cathode air supply blower. A suitable technique for sensing the
CO2 concentration is that of the Luft type infrared analyzer. An instrument
of this type is sold by Mine Safety Appliance Company. This instrument,
while suitable for laboratory work really is not suitable for use in a fuel
cell power plant. An adaptation of this technique suitable for power plant use
is described below.

The physical principle used is that of selective absorption of infrared
radiation. Since the furnace atmosphere contains CO2 , H2 0, , and N., it
is necessary to find a wavelength where CO 2 has a high absorption and the
other constituents have low absorption. A wavelength of 4. 3 microns is
suitable, since C02 absorbs it strongly and H2 0, 02, and N2 have very
little absorption.

A schematic of the CO 2 monitor is shown in Figure 2-69. The two
infrared sources consist of coils of nichrome wire heated to about 1000*C
(something like an automobile cigarette lighter element). The motor-driven
shutter (shown in Figure 2-70) permits the infrared radiation to pass alternately
through the reference cell and the sample cell. A sample of the furnace
atmosphere is cooled and passed through the sample cell. The reference cell
will be filled with 9.5 percent CO 2 and 90.5 percent N2 . The cells are tubes
about 1 -1 /2 inches in diameter and 8 inches long with suitable 4. 3-.t
transmitting windows at either end. The radiation passing through the two cells
is directed into the detector cell. This detector cell is a cavity filled with
pure CO 2 . It has a 4.3 - transmitting window in one face, through which the
radiation can enter, and a flexible metallic membrane in one wall. To describe
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Figure 2-69. Schematic of CO2 Monitor

this technique, one must assume that the concentration of CO 2 in the sample
cell is less than in the reference cell. Therefore, the sample cell will have
less absorption of the 4 . 3 -p. radiation than the reference cell. The intensity
of radiation entering the detector cell, therefore, fluctuates in synchronism
with the shutter rotation. In the detector cell, the 4.3-v radiation is totally
absorbed and, consequently, heats the gas. The heated gas expands and
pushes the diaphram outward. Thus, as the intensity of the 4. 3 -p. radiation
fluctuates, the diaphram moves in and out.
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Figure 2-70. Shutter for CO 2 Monitor

If the concentration of CO 2 in the sample cell is more than in the reference
cell, the phase of the diaphram movement will be ,onposite to that above. It
only remains to sense the diaphram motion and compare it to the shutter
rotation.

In Figure 2-69, we show how this can be accomplished. The diaphram
is used as one plate of a condenser microphone. A possible ci.rcuit is shown
in Figure 2-71. The condenser microphone is connected across the coil of
an oscillator. As the diaphram moves, the oscillator frequency wUl be varied.
This frequency variation is detected by a frequency discriminator. This
frequency discriminator has two outputs of opposite polarity. In order 'o get
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a dc error signal, the fluctuating outputs of the discriminator must be synchro-
nously demodulated. This is easily accomplished by using two lamps and two
cadmium sulfide photo cells. These are placed so that the shutter alternately
interrupts the light from the lamps to the Cds cells. The output from these
goes to a long time constant filter and an output amplifier.

In the actual operation of a fuel cell power plant, the primary control
signal for the cathode air blower will come fromthe throttling control system
and will be proportional to the fuel input. The CO 2 monitor output operates
a sensitive polarized relay. This relay will actuate two motor control
relays similar to KIO and KuI in Figure 2-67. The motor will vary the "fixed"
end of the combining lever shown in Figure 2-67. The gear ratio will be such
that the drive rate is slower than the furnace and monitor response rate.

When used in A fuel cell power plant, a small continuous sample of the
furnace atmosphere will be drawn off and cooled to approximately 150"F
before passing through the sample cell.

The output verification and automatic load pickup circuit is shown in
Figu, e 2-72. This circuit works in conjunction with the overload undervoltage
cut out and load contactor circuit shown in Figure 2-66. The technique used
is sormewhat similar to that used in the auxiliary power verification circuit.
It is .nthinkable, however, to place a 15-kilowatt output verifying load across
ýhe fuel cell output on a continuous basis. Thex ..ore, a technique of sampling
the fuel cell output has been adopted.

When the furnace first reaches 700oC, a signal is received from the
voltage sensor (Figvre 2-61) which is applied to the sampling keyer. The
sampling keyer consists of a 1-revoluti.n per minute dc timing motor, a cam
and a snap ac.ion switch. This actuates relay K14 for one second every minute.
When K14 operates, it does two things; it connects the fuel cell output to the
power verifying reiistors and it connects C, to the fuel cell output. The
output verifying resistors can be switched to preset loads of 2.5, 5, 10, and
15 kilowatts. When this load is applied, the undervoltage sensor will latch
up if the voltage falls below its set point. This breaks the hold circuit of
contactor K17, thus preventing connection to the external load. The under-
voltage sensor is similar to the voltage sensor of Figure 2-61, with the zener
diodes and resistors interchanged, thus making it operate the relay KI8 when
an undervoltage condition exists.

When K14 releases, it does three things; it disconnects the output
sampling load, applies voltage to the undervoltage reset delay circuit, and
connects C1 to the top end ot the coil of the load contactor K17.
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There are two things that could happen. If the undervoltage sensor dicd
not trip, the holding circait would be complete and K17 would operate and
seal itself in, thus connecting the external load. If the undervoltage sensor
did latch up, the holding circuit for K17 would be incomplete and the charge on
Cl would be diss.pated in Rl. To prepare for the next sampling, the under-
voltage cutout cirr'uit must be reset. Relay K19 and the 10-second time delay
provide a 10-second delayed reset pulse to K15, the undervoltage reset relay,
in Figure 2-66. The 10.-second delay is to make certain that all the charge has P
been drained from C1 by Rl. The circuit is now ready for another sampling
interval. If the external load has successfully picked up, voltage from the
output side of K17 is applied to relay K13 (Figure ?.-7Z). This relay latches
down and thereby stops the sampling process.

Some of the functions of Figure 2-66 have already been covered. There
are pushbottons for manually picking and disconnecting the external load and
to reset the undervoltage and overcurrent cutouts. It also contains the external
load voltmeter and ammeter. There are pilot lights to indicate whether the
load was dropped due to undervoitage or overcurient. It is to be noted that the
load contactor K17 holding ciuirent is supplied from the control power bus
so that when the plant is shutdown, K17 will drop out.

A pussible startup battery charging circuit is shown in Figure 2-73.
It is imperative that the charger be capable of rapidly recharging the battery

and that it have very low internal pow,ýr loss. It is conceivable that under
heavy load the fuel cell output voltage would be too low to provide a fast

charge ra.,e. If this proves to be so, we can use a silicon controlled rectifier
(SCR) inverter to provide axL add-on voltage. The output of this inverter is
full-wave rectified by a bridge circuit in series with the fuel cell output plus
voltage. The square-wave output of the inverter is a distinct advantage in
this application. Charging current regulation is accomplished by a switching
type regulator. The SCR t S TYI and TY2 are fired together. TYl eelivers
current to the battery. C 1 is charged through TY2 and L1 to approximatelr
twice the supply voltage. To terminate the current pulse, SCR TY3 is fir, d.
This momentarily back-biases TYi, thus shutting it off. L2 permits the
voltage on the cathode of TYI to be back-biased. The details of the SCR
firing controller have nc.. been worked out, since they depenC upon the type of
battery to be used. However, several things can be pointed out. If the
inverter boest is not needed, it can be shut off. The bridge diodes will carry the
ch-rg~ng current. Since the charging occurs in pulses, it is possible, by a
gating technique, to sense the open circuit battery Voltage and use this for

charge control.

21
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SECTION III

15-KILOWATT POWER PLANT DESIGN

A. GENERAL

A pictorial view Of the 15-kilowatt system is given in Figure 3-1. It
will be noted that the inverter is not included, since its size and shape are not
yet established. The system consists of four parts:

The insulated enclosi-xe, containing the fuel cells, fuel
pr eparation unit, and other hot components

The fan drives, mounted on top of the enclosure

The panel section, cont2ining the auxiliaries, control, etc

Supports, skids, lifting eyes, and tie-downs.

The interior of the enclosure is shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. The
arrangement of the auxiliaries behind the control panel is depicted in
Figure 3-4.

The insulated enclosure is 46 by 42 by 45 inches, or 50 cubic feet.
The fan drives and panel section add 1 and 4 cubic feet, respectively. The
total weight of the entire packz.ge is estimated at 2900 pounds.

At rated load, the efficiency (into the inverter) is expected to be
28 percent. The maximum efficiency will be 33 percent at 57 percent of rated
load.

Texas Instruments considers this design to be realistic. It is ambitious;
however, considerable development work is needed if it is to succeed. Above
all else, attainment of the stipulated peiformance and lifetime depends upon
the fuel cell itself. Discussion of that matter was presented earlier in this
report.

B. DESCRIPTION OF SUBSYSTEMS

1. Fuel Cell Stack

This design is based on an average cell performance of 50 watts
per square foot at rated load. (Actually, it works out to 28 watts per square

"* foot, since the number of cells must be the product of convenient integers.)
It is assumed that the voltage varies linearly from 1. 0 volt at open circuit to
0.7 volt (average) at rated load.
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Figure 3-5. Fuel Flow Diagram

aTe individual cell will resemble those discussed earlier, except

that it will be 8 inches high and 3 inches long (nominal). Modules will be 10 cells
in series and 18 cells in parallel. Twenty-four such modules will be used. The
modules will be grouped in two stacks as shown in Figure 3-2.

Fuel will be conveyed through the modules as shown in Figure 3-5.
Thts arrangement provides 40 cells in series, with the number of cells in
parallel increasing as the fuel is consumed, Thus, the cells which receive poorer
fuel are permitted to operate at a lower current deneity, Space is allowed for the

"manifolds needed for this. The manifolds will connect to headers, affixed to.
each end of the modules, designed so that all modules will be identical and
inter changeable.
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It is very desirable that the connection between header and manifold
provide electrical contact as well as a gas seal. This will probably require a
connector designed and made expressly for the purpose. Current leads will be
required to connect the module ends to the terminals at the panel. These will be
stainless-clad copper Yods.

Means of supporting the modules will be incorporated into the indivi-
dual cell, a feature not present in cells built previously. Each cell will have a
tab which can be welded to a bar carrying two studs. These studs will fasten to,
but be insulated from, a beam which will traverse the three modules in a
horizontal row. The beams will fasten to the vertical structure.

Each 10 by 18 module will be 33.3 inches long, 8.5 inches high, and
4 inches thick. Allowances for headers, manifolds, isolation, supports, and
cathode-side flow bring the space required for the entire stack to 42 inches
high by 28 inches wide by 41 inches long.

The 10-inch space in the middle contains the other hot components.
These include the partial oxidizer, preheater, fuel cooler, corrosive removal
unit, startup burner, cooling heat exchanger, recycle blower, circulation fans,
and temperature -and composition sensors.

2. Fuel Preparation System

For the partial-oxidation reactor, vaporizer, corrosive removal
unit, and recycle blower, design considerations for the 15-kilowatt unit
have been discussed earlier in this report and will not be repeated here.
The other significant items are the air blower, fuel pump, flower meters,
and controls.

The air supply required is moderate in both quantity anu pressure;
one blower which is more than adequate is a garment ventilatiun unit made
by Globe. * Fuel pumps of the type used on aircraft cabin heaters have been
used in development work. They have performed quite satisfactorily. However,
in the 15-kilowatt unit it is necessary to vary the fuel flow rate. To do this,
it is easier to change the supply pressure automatically than the control valve.
Therefore, a centrifugal or gear pump probably will be selected.

3. Cathode Composition System

This system consists of the cathode air supply blower, circulation
fans, and appropriate baffles. The baffles are thin sheets of stainless steel
which are attached to the module racks.

*Part number 19A1 189
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The circulation fans will be centrifugal design, 6-inches in diameter
and 2-inches wide. Their operating speed will be 3000 revolutions per minute,
during startup and at all loads. The fans will be driven by a motor and belt
drive. Fans of this type wore used in the 1-kilowatt module breadboard.

4. Temperature Control (Heat Rejection) System
This will consist of a sensor, probably a thermocouple, a heat

exchanger of ample size to handle the requirements of full load, a blower, and

a controller. The location of the componets may be seen in Figure 3-2, 3-3,
and 3-4. The controller and its ,:elation to other functions will be discussed
in connection with Controls and Operation.

5. Startup System

The design of a burner suitable for a 15-kilowatt system was
covered earlier in this report.

The burner will discharge into a box 8 inches square and 41 inches
long, the interior length of the enclosure. Holes in the top of the box will
distribute the hot gases along the length. In flowing upward and through the
fans, the burner gases become well mixed with the interior stream before
passing through the module. Note (Figure 3-2) that the exhaust is taken from
the circulating gas after it passes through the module.

A battery and charging control are required to provide auxiliary
power during startup.

6. Enclosure

The insulation, on all six sides, will be 2 inches thick. The outer
shell will be thin sheet metal, %mbossed for stiffness. The enclosure will not
be a simple box with a single closure line, but will be composed of a number
of removable panels. Screening to protect personnel from hot surfaces will
be provided as required.

The weight of the components within the enclosure can be borne
by the insulation, provided it is distributed. The bottom of the box must be
supported, however, this will be done with a honeycomb-type structure.
Shock mounts will connect this platform to the skid rails.

The auxiliaries will be mounted in a rack between the control panel
and the enclosure. Lifting eyes and tie-downs will be incorporated into the
skid structure.
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7. Controls and Instruments

The control system must serve two principal functions:

Startup and shutdown of the power plant. This entails

performing the required actions in proper sequence and at the correct time.

Safety devices must be provided to initiate shutdown in the event of mal-
functiorA.or hazard.

b) Varying the operating condition of the power plant according

to the load. This includes controlling the fuel and air rates to the partial

oxidizer, the spent fuel recycle, cathode air supply, and the temperature of
the enclosure.

In this section, the required sensors and controllers will be

described. Operation of the control system will be covered in a later section.

Theifollowing items are associated entirely with startup:

The burner fuel pump and solenoid valve

A flame sensor in the burner (This will be a light-sensitive
resistor.)

A check valve in the burner air line, to prevent back
flow after startup

A load-verifying resistor to determine that the auxiliaries
can be run by internal power.

Other items are primarily for operational control, but are also

used during the startup period. They are:

The main fuel pump, solenoid valve, and flow meter.
The flow meter will be a pressure-drop device.

Flow meters for the partial-oxidizer air and spent fuel
recycle. These will be orifice or venturi meters.

The chief problem here is to locate or develop
sensors foa the small pressures.

A the-niocouple to measure the temperate.re of the
partial oxidizer.

For control of the cathode gas composition, either a flow
meter or composition indicator is required,
depending on the method selected. This will be
amplified later.

A low-voltage cutout.

Temperature control has already been mentioned,.
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In each of the control functions which require variation in flow
rate, the speed of the drive motor will be controlled by a duty-cycle pulse
technique. An experimental control unit of thi3 type has already been operated.

8. Miscellaneous

The fuel tank will h,-ve a capacity of 0. 7 cubic foot. This will
provide a 3-hour supply of gasoline at rated load. i

The control panel will contain an ammeter and voltmeter, indicators
for enclosure and reactor temperature, and readout devices for the fuel, air,
..lnd recycle rates. Signal lights will indicate the operational mode. The only
controls presented to the operator will be three buttons labeled START, STOP,
and RESET.

9. Weight (Pounds)

Fuel Cell Sta&ck:

Modules 1500

Headers and manifolds 32

Connectors 16

Supports 185

Fuel Preparation System:

Reactor 20

Preheaters 26

Vaporizer 2

Corrosive remover 50

Fuel coolez 23

Blower, meter 30

Fuel pump 5

Ignitor 1

Recycle blower and motor 20

Plumbing 15

Cathode Composition System:

Blower 10

Circulation fans 60

Baffles 28
3-10



Temperature Control System:

Temperature sensor 2

Heat exchanger 23

Blower 10

Control 2

Startup System:

Burner 30

Blower - 50 I
Ignitor 2

Fuel pamp 4

Battery and charger 110

Enclosure:

Outer shell 180

Insulation 177

Personnel. protection 5

Supports and skid frame 96

Controls and Instruments 62

Miscellaneous:

Fuel tank 5

Control panel and frame 58

Wiring, electrical items 35

TOTAL 2874 Pounds

NOTE

Calculatiouis are
presented in
Appenc1lx D.
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10. Auxiliary Power

AMPS AT 28 V

Startup Operating

Combustion blower 40 -

Startup fuel pump 5

Burner solenoid 0.5

Burner ignitor 1 :

Circulation fane 15 15

Partial-oxidizer blower 6* 6

Partial-oxidizer fuel pump 1* 1

Partial-oxidizer solenoid 0.5* 0.5

Partial-oxidizer ignitor 1*

Control circuit 2 2

Cathode air blower 3

Recycle blower 10

Cooling system blower 5

TOTAL 71 42

WATTS 1990 1180

C. OPERATION

The sequence of events in starting and ubing the 15 -kilowatt power plant
will be described in this section. The various control and safety functions will
be in luded.

STurs off at 500OC
*Turns on at 500*C

3-12
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I. Startup and Shutdown

a. When the operator pushes the START button, the following I
take place: ..

The .startup battery is connected

Control circuits are turned on and/or reset from
RUN mode to START mode

Combustion blower is turned on

Circulation fans are turned on

Fuel pump is turned on

Burner ignitor is turned on

Start light is turned on.

Three seconds later, the fuel valve to the burner is opened.
If the flame sensor does not respond within one second after that, the entire
plant shuts down. (In effect, the control system will push the STOP button.)

b. When the enclosure reaches 500°C, the sequence control will:-

Turn on the partial-oxidizer blower

Switch the ignitor to the partial oxidizer

Open the fuel valve to the reactor

Turn on the cathode air blower

Turn on the recycle blower.

c. When voltage across the load verifying resistor indicates

that the stack is capable of powering the auxiliaries, they are switched to
internal power. Simultaneously, the resistor is disconnected, and the
BATTERY light goes out. If the voltage drops below an acceptable value
the process is reversed.

d. When th-- f'losure temperature reaches 700°C:

i ~The *.,artup system will be shut off and locked out

I.unt. the START button is pushed. The START
light goes out.

i 3-13



The fuel preparation control system will be
switched from START to RUN mode, and
locked in until the START botton is pushed.

If the stack voltage is greater than Z8 volts, the
RESET light will go on. This notifies the
operator that the unit is ready to accept

a load.

If the voltage is less than 28 volts, the LOW VOLTAGE

light will turn on, notifying the operator that

the unit is not ready. If this condition persists,
he should push the STOP button.

e. When the RESET light goes on, the cperator may push the
RESET button. This will connect the stack to the output terminals. The RESET
light will go out and the OPERATING light will turn on. NTo other action will
connect the terminals to the stack.

f. If the load imposed on the power plant lowers the voltage
to Z4 volts, the unit will revert to the RESET condition, that is, the terminals
will be disconnected and the RESET light will come on. The operator should

reduce the load and push the RESET button.

9g. IU the enclosur- temperature rises to 715°C or falls to
690°C, the ccntroller wLll push the STOP button. The lower limit is bypassed
when the startup system is on.

h. If the reactor temperature goe. above 1Z50°C or below

1100GC, the unit is shut down. Again, the lower limit is bypassed during
startup.

i. When the power plant is to be shutdown, the operator pushes

the STOP botton.

The terminals are disconnected

The battery switch is opened

Main power switch to all auxiliaries is opened

All blowers and pumps stop

Solenoid valves close.

"It is possible that a manual override could be provided to

turn on some of the blowers, to hasten the cooling of the unit.
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j. The power plant is now ready to be started again, at any
time, at any temperature.

The time required for the power plant to reach operating
-temperature from a cold start depends upon the burner fuel rate.

Flow Rate (Pounds per hour) Time (Minutes)

S35 34

40 29

45 26

50 24

A rate of 40 to 45 pounds per hour will be used in this design.

The time required for the contents of the enclosure to cool
to Z50°F, if none of the fans are used for cooling, will be about 20 hours.

2. Normal Operation

It is assumed that the fuel cell stack can utilize electrochemically

68. 2 percent of the fuel fed to it from the partial oxidizer, and that the partial
oxidizer can operate properly if the fuel and air (not counting recycle) are
supplied in the ratio of one atom of oxygen per atom of carbon.

With this basis, the fuel consumption and efficiency of the
powerplant may be computed as a function of output. This analysis is presented
in Figure 3-6. The efficiency is seen to rise quickly from zero to a maximum,
then decrease slowly as the load is increased. This reflects the fact that at
very light loads extra fuel must be supplied to keep the enclosure up to
temperature. At high loads, the lower voltage of the fuel cell stack accounts
for the lower efficiency.

The maximum efficiency is obtained at the point at which the fuel

is exactly that required for the output and the heat lobzes through the insulation
and exhaust. At higher loads, additional waste heat must be removed to prevent
the enclosure temperature from rising.

The fuel rate shown ir, Figure 3-6 is the minimum rate consistent
with the design assumptions. It is desired to approach this as closely as
possible.

To see how this is to be done, consider Figure 3-7, which shows
the fuel rate in terms of gross fuel cell current. The two distinct parts
correspond to the two segments (high and low power) of Figure 3-6. Above
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300 amperes (B) the utillzation is always 68. 2 percent. (The fuel consumed
electrochemicaily is proportional to current, not power.) Line B is exactly
a straight line through the origin. Curve A is very nearly straight, except
at very low power.

The throttling control is derived from this graph. The curve will
be approximated by two straight line segments. The current through the stack
will be sensed and a programming circuit will call for a certain fuel rate. If
the unit is in region A, it is necessary that the rate be great enough to keep
the enclosure up to temperature. The simplest method is to set the command
rate slightly above the minimum value and remove the excess heat with! the
cooling system. One could allow the rate to be controlled by the teruxperature
in this region, but the savings in fuel are not considered to be worth the
complications that this would introduce in the rest of the control circuitry.

In region B this is never a problem, because it is always
necessary to remove excess heat. The enclosure temperature will be sensed,
and the speed of the cooling blower varied accordingly.

It is also necessary to control the rates of the air and recycle
spent fuel. In region B they will be varied in exact proportion to the fuel,
since the utilization, and therefore all stream compositions, remain constant.
In region A, it is desirable to increase the ratio of air to fuel for two
reasons. First, the lower utilization requires it to prevent carbon precipita-
tion. Second, it will be helpful to maintain temperature in the reactor. There-
fore, the air rate will be programmed along a line that will provide an
oxygen/carbon ratio of 1. Z5 at zero current. The recycle rate meanwhile will
be kept constant. This is illustrated in Figure 3-8, which depicts the variation
of these rates with current.

It will be necessary to control the air preheat in order to
maintain the temperature in the reactor. This will be done by dividing the
air into two streams, one to be preheated, one not. Varying the proportion
will accomplish the control.

The cathode air supply must be regulated in accordance with the
fuel rate to maintain the optimum composition. Two methods are possible.
In the first, the rate will be programmed according to the current. Figure 3-9
shows the relationship of cathode air to fuel aad partial-oxidizer air. Note
that in region B all rates remain in strict proportion, and in region A the
total air rate is in exact porpotion to the fuel.

The control schemes described above will prevail only when the
powerplant is in its operating, or RUN mode (that is, after the enclosure
reaches 70e*CCý. During startup, the fuel preparation system will be
controlled at a single point, selected for optimum starting.
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An alternative method of handling the cathode air supply is to
sense the composition and adjust the air rate appropriately. As this would
be independent of the programming controls, it is the superior method if a
suitable composition indicator can be found or developed.

When the load on the powerplant is changed, the time required to
stablize -the new condition will depend upon the new value of the current. The
reason for this is that the controlling element is the flow of fuel through the
anodes. The time required for replacement of the entire fuel stream is given
in Figure 3-10.

D. DEVELOPMENT WORK

Ao stated earlier, Texas Instruments believes that the 15-kilowatt
powerplant can be built. The evidence in support of that view is presented in
this report, which is the result of a program to determine the feasibility of
such a system. It was also stated that considerable development work

remained .o be done. The purpose of this section is to a1nplify ths poir-t,

Only the major items will be covered; the list of topics should be consideret .L
illustrative rather than exhaustive.

The most important and obvious component is the fuel cell itself. The
electrochemical aspects of the cell. and the advances necessary to attain
the desired performance, have been discussed earlier. Here it may be noted
that the following problems must be solved in order to combine the cell into
the system. Means of supporting and isolating the cells (modules) must be
developed. Headers and manifolds must be made to obtain the propei gas
flow and electrical connection. Connectors probably will have to be developed
expressly for this use, either in-house or by a vendor experienced in the field.

The fuel preparation system presents sevel-•.• a3reas that require
additional work. .\part from building reactc.s %Lch f'ill operate at the specified
fuel rate, two topics of importance are startinq •I throttling. The reactor
must operate over a wide range (about four to one) of fuel ratý_s, and still be
compatible with the required air and recycle flows. Startup must be accomp!`shed
more quickly and smoothly than it is at present, and the reactor must be
characterized so that startup may be controlled automatically.

It was said earlier that the corrosive removal unit was not yet ready.
In fact, work still needs to be done on testing various techniques before one of
them can be selected for development.

A startup burner for a I -kilowatt system was obtained ly modification
of an existing unit, and it is not doubted that it can be done for the 15-kilowatt
system. However, considerable experimentation will be necessary and the
demands on a test facility will be compounded by the size of the burner.
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The enclosure, simple bozs th..)ugh it may be, offei s challenges such as
to provide access to parts. attain strength wit.ýuut increasing weight. retain

the insulation, and incorpozate exhausts.

Very little work has beer done to date on the control systemn. The

program circuits and all cf the controlling circuits rflsi. be designcd, bixlt,
and checked out. The sequencing and safety contrcls will have to be rrade.
A number of sensors must be acquired and tested or ela,- de-feloped; several

of these (fio-.v ratei, cathcde composition) will be difficuit.
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Finally, it may bg mentioned that the auxiliary power requirement is
a matter deserving of attention, especially during startup. To supply 2000
watts for 30 minutes would require a lead-acid battery weighing probably
200 pounds or more. That cannot b- tolerated. A better battery or lower power
is needed, if not both.

To. conclude, these are some of the elements requi-ing further
development. None is considered beyond the grasp of current technology. For
most, sound approaches are already in hand. Nevertheless, the work still
has to be done.
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"SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM MENDAT IONS

Continued development of the molten carbonate cell and the Texas
Instruments module during the period of this contract has improved the
confidence level that an average power of 30 watts per square foot of cell
area can be achieved or exceeded, thus giving good assurance that the goals
of size, weight, and economy for the unit can be reached. Likewise, with
recent advances, the operating life can be expected to extend beyond 500
hours in test units in the near future. Of prime significance is the fact that
the thin matrix development has not demonstrated any adversa effects to rapid
thermal cycling.

"The fuel preparation subsystem has progressed considerably with two
major design developments. Fuel introduction through controlled vaporization
w'ith the input air is a far simpler procedure than either the film boiling
or ultrasonic atomization techniques envisioned at the outset of the contract
experimental phase. Reactor design incorporating internal recycle was demon-
strated as having a dramatic effect on smoothing the reaction, as evidenced
by quiet operation and virtual elimination of carbon deposition problems.
Performance of both these subsystems in combination was demonstrated
with both combat gasoline a.±d CITE fuel.

Likewise, modification of a commercial gasoline burner has been
demonstrated as a suitable startup heat supply, using both fuels. No difficulties
are expected in obtaining a suitable burner for larger units because of the

I existing related technology. Further investigation is indicated to explore methods
of obtaining quieter operation.

Removal of corrosive materials following fuel processing still requires
more study. Promising results were obtained using molten carbonates and
also finely divided nickel on an inert support.

-A recycle blower to be operated hot was designed and satisfactorily

demonstrated. No significant problems were encountered.

Results of the testing reported have been applied to the developnient of
plans for 15-kilowatt units that would constitute advanced design demonstration
units. It is recommended that such units be constructed while work on moduleI- ' development continue-. A detailed proposal to carry out this work has been

:i submitted.
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APPENDIX A

BATELLE REPORT ON FUEL PROCESSING

Mr. Ed Orzada
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 5936
"Mail Station 144
Dallas, Texas 75222

Dear Mr. Orzada:

This is our Summary Report on the project "Development of an Ultra-
sonic Atomizer for High Temperature Use in a Partially Oxidizing Fuel
Cell" and covers work done from the beginning of the contract on November
1, 1966 through February 10, 1967. The contract was terminated on
February 10, 1967 by Texas Instruments Incorporated.

INTRODUCTION

Pr eviou3 work at Battelle has established the feasibility of using
small ultrasonic devices for the atomization of liquid fuels. Ultrasonic
atomizers have the advantages of small size, long life, low power consump-
tion a-d silent operation. In the past the ultrasonic atomizers have been
used to atomize liquid fuels directly far combustion. The present applica-
tion was di:ected toward atomization of a liquid fuel into a high-temperature
reactor where the fuel could be decomposed into gases which could be used
directly in a fuel cell where the energy would be converted into electricity.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were:

(1) Design and fabricaition of one or more experimental atomizers.
Design flow rates of these units were 3 pounds per hour of
gasoline.

(2) Design and fabrication of an electronic driver for the ultra-
sonic atomizer. A power output to the atomizer of 20 watts
was assumed and was used for the initial design.

(3) Design of a suitable atomizer mounting for ure In a partial
oxidizer. This included heat-transfer studies directed toward
cooling the atomizer.

(4) Experimental studies of atomizer operation in an operating
partial oxidizer.
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Summary

The first three objectives were largely accomplished before the
project was ended on February 10, 1967. The work indicated a high
probability for success in using ultrasonic atomization of liquid fuel in a
partially oxidizing fuel cell. Preliminary measurements of the first stain-
less steel atomizer showed that its throughput was close to that required.
A breadb3ard version of the electronic driver operated well. Thermal
studies indicated that it would be practical to provide the cooling necessary
for the atomizer to survive and operate in the high-temperature environment
of an operating fuel cell.

It is our recommendation that at an appropriate time work be con-
tinued on the use of ultrasonic atomization of liquid fuel in a partially
oxidizing fuel cell.

Vi EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Previous work at Battelle using ultrasonic atomization of liquid
fuels for combustion has involved introduction of the atomized fuel directly

Kiii into a combustion chamber. Except for the tip of the atomizer, the remain-
der of the atomizer system operated at or near ambient temperature.
Because of thermal conduction from the heated atoinizer tip, it was neces-
sary to provide some atomizer cooling, but the amount of cooling needed
was not great, and was determined empirically. The atomizers were
aluminum and were good thermal conductors.

To use an ultrasonic atomizer with a partial oxidizer, it ig necessary
that the atomizer system operate in an environment having a temperature of
about 700 C. This in turn requires cooling and thermal insulation for the
atomizer itself and the fuel line which supplies it. Because of the elevated
temperature, it was decided to use stainless steel rather than aluminum for
the atomizer structure.

The electronic driver, required to provide the high-frequency electri-
cal power needed to operate the atomizer, could be operated at ambient
temperature and presented no particular problems.

Sy~stem Reou.IeMents

Requirements of the ultrasonic atomizer system included:

(1) The ul'r#.*scniC AtoZmi'ele must atomize gasoline at a rate
of at least 3 ;,durs per hour.

A-2
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(2) The atomizer and its fuel feed tube must be sufficiently
well therrally insulated and cooled that it can survive
and operate in a temperature environment of 700 C.

(3) The electronic driver must operate from a primary power
source of 12 volts d-c and supply sufficient high-frequency
electrical power to operate the atomizer.

Experimental work aimed at satisfying these system requirements is
described below.

Atomizer Development

The ultrasonic atomizer developed on this project is similar to one
developed previously(l) at Battelle. The atomizer consists of two cylin-
drical metal structures with a pair of piezoelectric discs mounted between
them. The entire unit is one wavelength long at the operating frequency of
85 kHz, and the junction between the piezoelectric discs is mounted at a
displacement node ii the structure.

Figure I is a photograph of the atomizer. The two metal cylinders
are made of type 304 stainless steel. The entire structure is about 2-3/8
inches long and weighs about 8 ounces. The two piezoelectric discs( 2 ) are
mounted between the clamping flanges of the cylinders. The insulated
electrical lead in the left portion of the photograph connects to the electrode
between the two piezoelectric discs. To operate the atomizer, electrical
driving power is arpplied between this lead and the two cylinders. The small
tube leading off to the right in the photograph is the fuel feed tube. During
the assembly of the atomizer, each of the 12 clamping screws is torqued to
36. 3 inch pounds to provide the clamping pressure required for proper
operation of the piezoelectric discs.

(')Hazard, H. R. and Hunter, H. H "Multifueled Thermal-Energy-
Conversion Systems", Battelle Memorial Institute, Final Technical Report,
AD 474540, Contract No. DA 28-043 AMC-00431 (E), August 31, 1965.

(2 )The piezoe!ectric discs are a lead-zirconate-titanate material and
are type 12100-4, manufactured by the Piesoelectric Division of Clevits
Corporation, '32 Forbes Road, Bedlord, Ohio.
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FIGURE 1. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE ULTRASONIC ATOMIZER

Figure 2 is a drawing of the ultrasonic atomizer and provides suffi-
cient information that the atomizer can be duplicated. It is important that
a good surface finish be obtained when the cylinders are machined as this
prevents 1.he formation of stress risers in the structure.

The atomizer described here was operated briefly. When driven by
a laboratory oscillator which supplied an estimated 20 watts of power, the
unit operated well and atomized over 2 pounds per hour of white gasoline.
This initial test was performed cursorily; the sprayed gasoline was col-
lected in a beaker for 3 minutes and then weighed. No allowance was made
for the fact that not all of the aerosol was collected and that some of the gaso-
line evaporated during the spraying interval. In one test, the flow rate was

15. 6 grams per minute, while in another test, the flow rate was 15. 3 grams
per minute. Thus, the flow rate was slightly more than 2 pounds per hour,
and probably was somewhat higher. The atomizer was operated briefly by
the electronic driver described later in this report, but no flow-rate meas-
urements were made. The project was terminated before furtier tests
could be made.

Electronic-qDriver Devalopment

The electronic driver developed on this proiecw was a singhe-
transistor power oscillator. Two cascaded T-networke were used to
provide impedance m~atching between the l.ow output ir.,orl.ace of the tran-

sistor and the relatively high impedance of the atomirtt- or trahsducer.
The networ'ý* also provided the electrical phase shift of the f(eedback volt-
ago ne, :vessiry to allow the circuit to oscillate.
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Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the initial design of the electronic
Jriver. This circuit was assembled in breadboard fashion and operated
with the atomizer shown in Figuce 1. This design of the driver was based
on an estimate of the electrical properties of the atomizer. After the driver
and the atomizer were completed, the electrical properties of the atomizer
were measured, using a substitution method. This is a practical technique
to optimize the atomizer-driver system. It is a peculiarity of such atom-
izers that their electrical impedance depends in part upon the operating
conditions of the atomizer. Thus, a modified driver was designed, based
on the atomizer impedance that was measured. The project was terminated
before this new driver was completed.

Partial-Oxidizer Operation

Two partial oxidizers which were needed for this project were
received from Texas Instruments Incorporated on January 30, 1967. Inclu-
ded with the oxidizers were an electric furnace and its temperature cortrol-
ler, together with a test panel conta.ning the flow meters needed to operate
the unit. This equipment was assembled and was ready for operation early
in February, but the project was terminated before the ultrasonic atomizer
could be operated in one of the partial oxidizers. Thc equipment was
returned to Texas Instruments Incorporated on March 14, 1967.

0./

FIGURE 3. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTRONIC DRIVER.
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Thermal-System Develc.me-nt

The ultrasonic atomizer included 2 piezoelectric discs which should
be kept at a temperature below 65 C to prevent loss of some of their activ-
ity, Since the atomizer must operate in the high-temperature environment
of 700 C adjacent to the partial oxidixer and spray into the partial oxidizer
at a temperature of 1100 C, it was necessary to provide both thermal insu-
lation and cooling for the atomizer. Calculations showed that it was practical
"to cool the atomizer wilh room-temperature air.

Figure 4 shows the thermal system designed for use with the atomizer
mounted to a 1- 1/2-inch-diameter partial oxidizer. The ultrasonic atomizer
is mounted to a support ring by means of radial pins. The support ring, in
turn, is mounted to the enclosure by means of 6 radial air-cooled tubes edtend-
ing to the housing. In operation, cooling aiir would be supplied to the end of
the housing opposite the partial oxidizer and would pass through the annular
region between the duct and the housing, then enter the radial support tubes
and exhaust to the atmosphere. The amount of cooling air required is small,
but the pressure within the enclosure must be controlled at a value slightly
higher than the pressure within the partial oxidizer to prevent excessive air

flow over the atomizer tip and into the partial cxidizer. The design includes
a provision for adjusting the enclosure flow resistance to balance these
pressures.

Calculations of the heat flow to the atomizer from (i) the 700 C
environment adjacent to the atomizer system, (Z) the prtial oxidizer with
an internal temperature of 1100 C, and (3) the 20 watts of electrical power,
most of which is dissipated in the atomizer itself, showed that the atomizer
system could be suitably cooled by an air flow of 12.3 pounds per hour or
2.7 scfm. These calculations assumed that the cooling air entered the
system at a temperature of 37.8 C (100 F) and experienced a temperature
rise of 27. 8 C (50 F). It was planned that the fuel feed tube would enter
the atomizer housing from the outside of thu system and not be required to
pass through the high-temnperature environment.

The thermal system described here was designed but was not fabri-
cated.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the information presented in this report it is concluded that
(1) the initial design of the ultrasonic atomizer operated well and its flow
rate may be sufficient for use in a partially oxidizing fuel cell, (Z) the
initial design of the electronic driver for the atomizer operated well and
was used to make substitution measurements of the electrical impedance
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of the atomizer, and (3) thermal studies indicated that it would be prac-

tical to provide the . ooling necessary for the atomizer to survive andt. operate at the requtired 700 C operating temperature.

"It is our recommendation that at an appropriate time work be continuedI. on the use of Li'trasonic atomization of liquid fuel for use in a partially
oxidizing fuel cell. We feel there is a good chance of succcss.

The information on which this report is based is recorded in Battelle
Taboratory Record Books Number Z4205, pages 1 through 38 and Number

S4449, pages 1 through 20.

We have enjoyed working with you on this project and hope that at
an appropriate time we may be able to continue. Dr. Rodney Wood of the
Texas Instruments staff was particularly helpful &.nd we wish to express
our thanks to him. If you have any questions or suggestions regarding this
work, please call me.

Sincerely yours,

Harvey H Hunter
Senior Electrical Engineer
Systems Engineering Division

.t..
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APPENDIX B

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

Perforimance comparisons of fuel cells are difficult to establish because
the variations in important paranreCers are difficult to assess; e. g., the
degree of activation (see Figure B.4) can affect the performance by a factor
of 4, but there is no way to meal .ve or control the degree of activation. It
is common practice to produce potential-current (E-I) plots of fuel cells.
These plots are essentially instantaneous (10 minutes) •rd, while useful for
diagnostic purposes, bear little relationship to the long term (tens of hours)
performance of the cell. Figurea B-I through B-5 show E-i plots of a number
of cell configurations at different times and with different degrees of
act.ivation.

Figures B-6, B-8, and B-10 show the operating histoie:s o! three smaill
modules. These performance records are not directly comparable since they
reflect the way the module was operated. In general, d change in power
accompanied by an inverse change in potential indicates an applied load
change. A simultaneous increase in power and voltage results from "activation"
procedure. Another possibie way of comparing performance results is shown
in Figures B-7, B-9, aad B-1l. These graphs show the frm.ction of time the
cells operated at or above a given power. For graphs B-6 through B-Il, a
better comparison would result if the cells had beer operated at a fixed
potential (or results corrected to a fixed potential). This procedure is not
considered practical at this stage of development.

I
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APPENDIX C

HEAT AND MASS BALANCE, CALCULATIONS

Presented in this appendix are the'design basis and detailed calculations
of heat and mass balances for the proposed 15-kilowatt fuel cell system. The
process flow schematic shown in Figure C-I summarizes the results of these
calculations. Presented in Table C-I are process stream flow rates and
compositions. Energy [alances and overall efficiency of the 15-kilowatt
system. are tabulated in Table C-I1 at various power levels.

The design basis for the 15-kilowatt aysten, is presente.d in Table C-Ill.
The comnputer program reproduced in Table C-IV was used to calculate the
anode exhaust composition, accounting for the effects of CO 2 diffusion, recycles,
and fuel utilization as limited by H2 /H 2 0 ratio. The detailed calculations
which follow show the derivation of the 15-kilowatt fuel cell system design.

1. Calculate required fuel corIsumption.

20,000 watts0. 7 vol 28,571 amperes,0. 7 volt

gm Mol H2  lb 3600 sec
,51 ampX (2)(96,500) amp sec 454 gm X hr

1. 17387 lb mol H /br.
2

2. From computer results, the following is derived.

Partial-Oxidizer Anode
Composition Product Exhaust

(mole-percent) (mole-percent)

H 2 22.386 9. 193

CO 19. 352 8.241

CO 2  5.067 12. 833

HZO 3.840 18.172

N2  49. 355 31. 561

100. 000 100. 000
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Table C-i11. Design Basis

Air rate is adjusted t6 give 1. 0 atomic ratio oxygen /carbon.-

30 percent of anode exhaust is -recycled to control carbon deposition.-

Electrochemical fuel utilization is limited! by the requirement that
iZOI/H2 s- 2. 0.

Assume a matrix thickness of 0. 020 inch.

Gross output of 20 kilowatts is required to supply a 18.75-kilowatt load to
inverter.

Average cell voltage decreases linearly from 1.0 volt at open circuit to
0.. 7 v~olt at rated load.

Hydrocarbon fuel is effectively (-,CH? , and can be simulated br a blend V
7C mole-percent n-heptane and 30 mole-percent toluene for calculation
purposes.

Water-gas reaction (CO + HizO CO? HO) is at 700*C equilibriumi during
electrochemical reaction.

Assume zero methane ýod higher hydrocarbons in partial oxidizer exhaust.

Assume liquid fuel and air enter the fuel cell system at 60*F.

Assurie a furnace texn-:. ature of 1300"F.

Ass-.ne a partial oxit!izer adiabatic reaction temperature of 2200'F. J

Ii
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Table C-V.- Computer Program for the Effect of CO2 Diffusion
and Fuel Utilizationa on Anode E~haust Composition (Sheet I of ZY

go." I&u~ NORp Ffw1qAq S%'RP-E lis '511011?
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'table C-IV. Computer Program for the Effect of CO 2 Diffusion

and Fuel Utilization on Anode Exhaust Composition (Shee-t 2 of 2)

AT fTl4ff1DJJ
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NOTES

Anode eghaust represents 95. 758 mole-percent

of anode inlet flow.

Ajiode exhaust recycled is 30 percent of anode
exhaust or 30 (0. 95758) =28. 727 -percent of

partial-oxidizer product.

3. -Calculate iuel utilization.

Basis: 100 moles to cell stack

7-Fuel to cell staick =22. 386 + 19. 352 =41.738 moles.

Fuel in anodeexhaust =0. 957158(9.193 +8. Z41) =16.694.

Fuel recycled =0. 3(16. 694) 5.008.

Fuel burned -0.7(16.694) =11.686.

Fuel consumed 4L 4738 -16. 694 =25.044.

Once-through - 5. 044 -

fuel utilization 41.738 6.O~w

Total fuel 25. 044 X 100
utilization 41. 738 -- 5. 008 -6.14

4. Calculate flow-rates for process streams.

CH rate 1. 17387 lb mol. fuel (consarned)
*CH 2  ate =hr

1 I~b mol -CH 2
0. 68184 (consumed) 7lbmol. fuel

0. 86079 lb mol/hr.

0rate =0. 5(0. 86079) =0. 43040 lb, mol/hr.

N2 rate 0. O5(ID.86079)(01 1. 61915 lbrnoi/hr.

1. 17387 lb mol H (consumed)

Scale factor = ~04L cnue)=0. 046872.

C-8
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Recycle = 0. 3(95. 7581(0. 046872) = 1. 34651 lb mol/hr.

Burnoff = 0. 7(95. 758)(0. 046872) = 3. 14186 lb mol/hr.

5. Calculate process stream enthalpy, BTU/hr.

Enthalpy data are from catalog GC-245 published by Girdler
Catalyst, Division of Chemetron Corporation or API Project 44.LErthalpy is defined as H' + IV +÷AHfpý where H° - 1-o° is the heat
content, and A-foO is the heat of formation of the compound from its
elements at 0°K. Gas stream-r enthalpies are shown in Table C-V,
at various temperatures.

6. Calculate adiabatic reaction temperature.

CH2 + PO air + Recycle - PO product

Temp,. °F 60(L) 1,700 1,800 T I-.
=AH, BTU/hr -- 4, 651 32,736 -- 35,261 -- 7,176

7, 338 - 7, 176
T = 2200 + X200 = 2204 0 F.

15, 337 - 7, 338

This is sufficiently close to the desired 2200°F.

7. Calculate PO reactor heat loss based on 2200°F outer skin .-

temperature and 1300°F furnace temperature.
Reactor size: 5-inch diameter by 24 inches long -

5 X 24Heat transfer area . 1 2.62 square feet.144

AT 2200--1300 = 900°F; Tavg = 1750°F.

BTrU in.
K = 1.85 for Fiberfrax Lo-Con Blanket.

2
hr ft OF

1.85Q - (900)(2. 62) = 2,180 BTU/hr.
2-

Increase by 20 percent for conduction, giving 2180 X( 1.2 = 2616 BTU/hr.

C-9
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8. Calculate PO product temperature at reactor exit.

AHZZ04OF-Heat loss - AH

-7176 -2616 9792 '

T 2000+15,337 - 9,792 X200 2139*F.
15,337-7,338

9. Size air preheater H-I.

PO Air 60°F - 1200°F

Furnace Gas 1300°F 1300°F

AT, F I140 100

LMAT 400

Q =-1200F -AH 6 0 "F 24,536-7,401 17,135 BTU/hr.

Estimate U = 2.5 BTU/hr ft2 F.

UAT (2.5)(440)

Use 16 ft2 of heat transfer surface.

10. Size air heater H-2

The desired air temperature entering the partial oxidizer is
1700°F. For control purposes, design H-2 to preheat 75 percent of
the partial oxidizer air to a temperature such that, after mixing with
the 25-percent air bypassing the heater, the combined stream will be
at 1700"F.

0. 25 POAir + 0. 75 POAir -- POAir
OF 1200 T 1,700

AH 0.25 (24,536) 0.75 (AHT) 32,736

0.75 AHT - 32,736-0.25(24,5361 1 26,602.

AHT = 26,602/0. 75 35,469.

Q = 26,602 - 0. 75(24,536) 8,200 BTU/hr.

C-I1
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35,469 -34,415
T 1=800+ 3,0-445X 100 =1862*F. ...

Assume use of 50 percent of partial-oxidizer product att 2139*Fin 1-1-2 2

(0.5) P6 -Product - Q - (0.5) P0, Product,,

F 134 T -.

<.AH 0. 5(ý--9,792) -8,200 0.-5 (AH9..

AN 0. 5(--9,792),-8-,200 269

31,023-26,192
T = 100 +31,023-23,236X20= 74F -

Air 1200*F -~1862*F

PO -Product 1724*F 2139*F

LMAT 390

Estimate U =5.

A=8200 42f
(5)(390)

Use 4. 5 ft2 of heat transfer surface.

1. Size recycle heater H-3.

F'or temperature control, heat 75 percent of recycle to a tempera-

ture sufficient to give the desired temperature of 1800*F afte r

recombination.

0. 25 Recycle + 0. 75 Recycie Recycle

OF 1300 T l1b00

AH 0. 25 (-41.,327) 0. 75 (ANT) -35,261.

Q = 41,327 - 35,261 = 6,066.

-I -35,261 - 0. 25(-41,327) -3,29

0.75

C-12



A ~ 7

T ~oo~ +33,239 - 35,261 x~o.-l91F
32,75635,261-

Assume use of 50 percent of partial.-oxcidizeir pr duct at 2139'F

in 14-3,

_0. 5 PO Product Q - 0. 5 POProduct

AH 0. 5 (-9, 7 92) -6,066 -~0.5 (AHI)

0 05(--9,792)--6,066
HT 0.5

21,924 -23,236
T =1800 + 1537 326 200 =1833*F.

Recycle 1300*F 1961 F

P0 product. 18330F 2139*F '-

I 4 MAT320

Est imate U 5 .

* A- 3.8.

Use 4 ft2 of -heat transfer surface.

12. Size partial-oxidizer product cooler H-4.

Assumne the product cooler outlet is 1350*F and that the
partial-o-Xidizer, product is cooled from 13500 to 1300*F in the corrosives

r remroval vessels and lines.

0. 5 P0 Product + 0. 5 P0 Product - Q PO Product

OF 1724 1833 1,350I

_ýAH 0.5 (26,192) 0. 5 (21,924) - Q -40,568

Q =40,568 - 13,096- 10,962 =16,510 BTU/hr.

C-13



PO product temperature at H-4 inlet 1724 + 1833 1778 F.
2.

PO Product 1778°F -- 1350°F

Furnace 1300°F 1300OF

LMAT 178

Estimate U = 4.

A-16,510 - zzfz
A = 650 =22 ft.

(4)(178)

Use 23 ftZ of heat transfer surface.

13. Calculate heat transferred in corrosives removal vessel and lines.

PC Product- Q -• PO Product

OF 1,350 1,300

AH -40,568 -4? 456

Q = 42,456 -40,568 1,888 BTU/hr.

14. Calculate cathode air rate for C0 2 /0z = 2.0.

CH 2 + 0 2  + N 2  - CO 2 +H 2 0+ + H+ N2

PO + cathode 0. 8608 1. 716 6. 4764 0.8608 0.8608 0.4304 6.4764

-PO 0.4304 1.619Z

Cathode, lb mol/hr I.Z912 4.8572

C-14



15. Calculate box heat losses.

BTU-in.
Eagle-Picher Insulation Conductivity, ......

Hr ft2 F

Mean Ceramic Fiber Superglas
Temperature ("F) Block 1800

400 0.39 0.27

600 0.48 .0.37

800 0.58 0.48

1000 0.70 0.59

1100 0.76 (est)

1150 0.80 (est)

Assume: 1-inch ceramic fiber inside exposed to 1300"F furnace
atmosphere with 1-inch Superglas 1800 between ceramic fiber
and outside shell. Estimate outside shell temperature as 200"F.

200°F

UPERGLAS 2 T-200

\S 
T°

CERAMIC FIER - 1300 -T

1300 F

55595

Estimate heat loss of 275 BTU/hr ft2 and T of 950'k'.

BTUr Qceramic 275 B "TI

hr ft2

K 0. 78 at 1125"F rnen.

AT 1  275/0.78 352"F versus 350" estimated.
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BTUQsup•rglas = 275 - K•Tl
hr ftz

K =-0.36 at 575°F mean.
i,

AT2 = 275/0..36 = 764°F versus 750° estimated. -

!
Therefore, Q of box is 275 BTU/hr ft2. Outer box dimensions are ";

46 by 42 by 45 inches giving an outerarea ofSl. 7 ft2. "•"

SQ = 275(81.7) = 22,500 BTU/hr.

Plus 2500 BTU/hr estimated leakage through plumbing and voltage

taps gives a total box heat loss of 25,000 BTU/hr.

17. Calcu[ate ,:ooling air rate.

Based on ! lb tool air,

BTU/Lb Mol
Gomponent Lb Mol/Hr |

800°F [ 60°F

•:i• _02 0.21 •9101 3607 •

' 0.79 :8863 3612 4. I

]
BTU/lb tool air 8913 3611

S• v 50,000 BTU/hr

•i (8913-3611) BTU/lbmolair = 9.43 lb mol air/hr.

• 18. Calculate system energy balance.

: ! U -• Fuel utilization
SE •

SF = Lb (. CHz . )/hr required at 68. 184 percent utilizationi V = System voltage

A = System amperes

Pnet = Kilowatts to inverter

!i

i! C-16
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CHZ- IZ 0 CO +HZ..

14 lbs *CH2 * - 4lb eqvolf fel as HZ.

96,500 anip sec 45 g hr cell amp hr
x lb IZ.70- b e=gm eqv lb3600 seclbq

cel aip
System amperes cl m

40 series cells

]F 40 1 14 XA 0.067X-1(12,170) 4-6 184

The lower heating value of* CH2 -is 18,800 BTUIlb. Heat carried
out by stack exhaust is

232, 245 -118.145 =6,980 BTU/Ilb (CHZ -)
(0. 8608) (14)

The refore, heat liberated into enclosure including electrical equiva-
lent is 13,800-6980 = 11,820 BTU/Ib (-Gil2 -).

Assuming that system voltage decreases linearly with current
from 40. 0 volts at 0 amperes to 28 volt~s at 714 amperes,

12
V 40-- X A

714

V =40 - 0. 0168 XA.

P nt(3414)100 P netC ~Efficiency = -(880 -= 1.1 6Z r

The results of these calculations are tabulated in Table C-11.
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APPENDIX D

DESIGN WEIGHT CALCULATIONS

This section presents the basis and calculations involved in estimating
the weight of the 15-kilowatt fuel cell system. Obviously, these weights are
only approximate since many individual components are not completely defined
and a detailed engineering design would be required for accurate weight
analysis. However, these weight estimates represent our best judgments
based on 1-kilowatt system experience and preliminary design calculations.

Fuel cell module weight will oe reduced as power density increases.

At increased power density, the number of modules will be reduced as well
as the enclosure volume. Reductions in weight of system components will
require detailed engineering evaluation and analysis with respect to the
system goals.

The basis and calculations of weight are s-urnwarized below.

I. Fuel Cell Stack:

a. Modules, 24 Required.

Item Component -FtZ/Cell I Lb/Module

1 Cathode channel 0.0291 0.1122 2.20

2 Cathode electrodes 0.367 0.0620 11.10

3 Cathode silver 0.367 0. 0033 0.60

4 Anode flange 0.0252 0.0106 1.91

5 Anode electrode 0.515 0.0725 13.07

6 Matrix -- 0. 1010 18.20

7 End channels 0.0115 0.0048 0.86

8 -NaLiCO3  -- 0. 0590 10.62

9 End plates -.- 0.50

10 Plenums ... 2.45

Si I1 Couplings ... 04

12 Sealant- --. O 003 i- -•5-.. -

S13 Total (Pounds) 62.53

D-1
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NOTES

Each fuel -ell module consists of 13 3- by 8-inch cells arranged in
"parallel and 10 blocks of 18 each connected in series. Total effective
area per module is 30 square feet.

"-Items 1, 4, and 7 are made of 10-mit (0. 010 inch) 446 S. S. strip.

Item 2: It is assumed that the cathode electrodes can be successfully-
made of thin (0. 004 inch) strip stock which has been perforated with 4
many slits in an expanded metal punch press.

Itexii 3: It Ls assumed that a silver- "strike" on the dual cathode will
operate as well as the silver plate now used. A silver strike will
requireonly 10 percent of the silver used for a silver plate.

Item 5: It is assumed that the anode screen can be replaced with
electroformed nickel strip 4 mils (0. 004 inch) thick and containing
25 percent openings.

Total weight of modules = 24 X 62.53 = 1500 ibs

b. Headers and Manifolds

Inlet and
intermediate = 8 X 3 lbs ea (est) = 24 lbs

Burnoff= 2 X 4 lbs ea (est)= 8 lbs

Total weight for headers and
rna-ifolds 3Z lbs

c. Connecto rs
Current leads: 12 ft of I/2-inch

copper rod at 0. 759 lbs/ft = 9. 1 lbs

Other internal connections = 6.9 lbs

Total weigghtfcr connectors 16 lbs

d. Supports )
Bracket or side panels -4 required

Make in 4 stacked sections with
3/4 by 3/4 by 1/8 3 16 S.S. angle frame
41 inches long and stacked height of
40 inches. Use two intermediate supports
of 314-angle. Face with 1/32 3 16 S.S. sheet

D-2
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A

Angle at 0. 59 lbsIft:

8X41 + 4X40 =488 1ZX 0.59 24 lbs/panel

Sheet at 1.31 lbs/ftZ:

(41X39).9- 144X 1.31 = 14.6 lb ipanel

Weight per system:

4 (38.6) = 154.4; use 155 lbs

Hangers - 32 required

1/8 by 5/8 bar, 316 S.S. at 0.213 lbs/ft:

Use 23 inches of bar/hanger or 0. 5 lb/
hanger; 32 X 0. 5 = 16 lbs

Hanger rods - 32 required

3/16-inch S. S. rod aý 0.094 lbs/ftZ:

Each uses 48 inches of rod

32X48X0. 094- 12 = 12 lbs

Miscellaneous (nutz,
ceramic, etc.) = 2 lbs

Total weight for supports 185 Ibs

2. Fuel Preparation S1 stem

a. Reactor: 0. 062 Inconel at 2. 62 lbs/ftZ.

Three tubes, 5-inch dia by 24-inch length, 4- and
3-inches dia by 21-inch length; require 840 in. 2

of sheet.

Two ends require 40 in. 2 of sheet.

Use 880 X 2. 625 + 144 = 16 lbs sheet.

Inlet and outlet connection = 4 lbs.

( Total weight for reactor 20 lbs

b. Preheaters, air and recycle (est 1 lb/ftZ of surface)
H-1: 16 ft 2 surface at 16 lbs

H-2: 4. 5 ft2 surface at 5 lbs
H-3: 4.0 ft 2 surface at 5 lbs

Total weight for preheaters 26 lbs 4.
D-3



c. Vaporizer, estimated at 2 lbs

d. Corrosive remover

Basis. is 50 hours operation between
changes at 12 lbs/hr of CITE at
"maximum of 0.4 weight-percent sulfur.

50 X 12 X 0. 004 = 2.4 lbs sulfur.

Assume adsorbent capacity of 6. 0 weight-percent.

2.4/0.06 = 40 lbs adsorbent required.

Estimated 10 lbs for container.

Total weight for corrosive remover = 50 lbs

e. Fuel cooler

H-4: 23 ft2 surface at 1 lb/ft2 ,
estimated at 23 lbs

f. P.O. blower and meter, estimated at 30 lbs

g. Fuel pump, estimated at 5 lbs

h. Ignitor 1 lb

i. Recycle blower and motor, estimated at 20 lbs

j. Miscellaneous plumbing, estimated at 15 lbs

3. Cathode Composition System

a. Blower, estimated at 10 lbs

b. Circulation fans, mounts, drive 60 lbs

c. Baffles - 316 S.S. sheet 1/16 inch at
2. 625 lbs/ft2 . Esimated area equal to

base of system, 38 X 41 X 2.625+ 144 = 28 lbs

4. Temperature Control System

a. Temperature sensor, estimated at Z lbs

b. Heat exchanger, box cooler

H-5: 23 ft2 surface at estimated I lb/it2  23 lbs

c. Blower, estimated at 10 lbs

d. Control, estimated at 2 lbs

D-4
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5. startup System

a. Burner, estimated at 30 lbs

b. Blower, estimated at 50 lbs

c. Ignitor, estimated at 2 lbs

I - d. Fuel pump, estimated at 4 lbs

e. Battery and charger

Charger, estimated at 10 lbs

Battery - must supply 2000 watts for
30 minutes or 1000 watt-hours.
Assume NiCd batterie with 10 watt-
hours per lb. Batteryweight is 100 lbs

Total weight of battery and charger - 110 lbs

6. Enclosure

a. Outer shell: /
Base-42 X 45 inhf 3/32 steel sheet at

0.293 lbs/in..,

42 X 45)<ý 0. 094 X 0.293 52 lbs

Sides and Top-0. 10 aluminum sheet at
p 1.41 lbs/ftZ:

2 X 45 X 46 = 4130

2X 42 X 45 = 3780

I X 45 X 42 = 1890
9800+ 144 X 1.41 =96 lbs

Reinforcing rib-0. 10 aluminum sheet,
3 per face and 4 on top:

16X46X3 +144X 1.41 22 lbs

Connectors, bolts, etc., estimated at 10 lbs

Total weight of outer shell - 180 lbs

b. Insulation:

Base.-I in. glasrock at 25 lbs/ft3 :

IX42X45X25+ 1728 27 lbs

I In. Eagle Picher Superglas at 11 lbs/ft3 :

I X42X45X I1 + 1728 = zlbs
D-5
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Sides-Z in. of Eagle Picher Supergias

1800 at 11 lbs/ft3 :

2 X 45 X 46 X 2 =8300

2 X 38 X 46 X 2= 7000

38 X 41 X 2 =3200

18,500+ 17Z2X 1I = ll8lbs

Insulation Supports--/16 3 16 S.S. at
2.625 lbs/ftZ:

I X 46 X 1/16-inch strips

4 strips per side and top

.20X I X 46 X 2. 625 -- 144 = l7lbs

316 S.S. bolts at 2 lbs/10L = 3 lbs

Total weight of insulation - 177 lbs

c. Personnel protection esimated at 5 lbs

d. Support and skid frame

2 5-ft I-beams, 5-inch (0. 210 X 3.00)
aluminum at 3.42 lbs/ft = 34 lbs

2 steel wear plates - 5 ft by 1/4 inch
by4 inches at 0.293 lbs/cu. in. = 35 lbs

X-frame - I 10 inches of 3- Lach
(0. 170 by 2.33) aluminum I-beam
at 1.96 lb/ft 18 lbs

2 crossties - 3 ft of 3-inch (0. 170

by 1.41) aluminum channel at
1.42 lbs/ft 9 lbs

Total weight of support and
skid frame - 96 lb3

7. Controls and Instruments

Instruments, estimated at 7 lbs

Transformers, 2. estimated at 5 lbs '

Control Circuitry. estimated at 50 lbs

Total weight of controls and
instruments 62 lb.I D-6
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8. Miscellaneous

a. Fuel tank, estimated at 5 lbs

b. Control panel and frame

-Size: 42 X 46 X 8 inches

Frame of 3/4 X 3/4 X 1/8 angle aluminum
at 0.2 lb/ft:

4 (42+ 46) 12 X 0.2 = 5.9 lbs

Sides of 0. 1 aluminum sheet at 1.41 lb/ft2 :

8 X 2(42 + 46)+ 144 X 1.41 = 14.0

2X42X46 144X 1.41 =37.8
Total weight of 57.7 lbs use 58 lbs

control panel and
frame

c. Wiring, electrical items, estimated at 35 lbs

Total weight of fuel cell system 2874 lbs

D-/f
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